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about	 how	 the	 final	 sizes	 of	 organs	 is	 determined.	 Recent	 progress	 has	 highlighted	 the	
important	 role	 of	 the	DA1	peptidase	 as	 a	 negative	 regulator	 of	 organ	 size	 in	Arabidopsis	
thaliana.	Previous	studies	have	proposed	that	DA1,	and	the	E3	ligase	BIG	BROTHER	(a	protein	
known	 to	 regulate	 DA1	 activity),	 work	 synergistically	 to	 regulate	 the	 duration	 of	 cell	
proliferation.	 In	 the	 present	 study,	 we	 take	 a	 multidisciplinary	 approach	 to	 further	 our	
understanding	of	the	biological	activities	of	DA1	and	BB.	
Protoplast	transient	expression	analyses	were	used	to	explore	potential	new	substrates	for	
DA1	peptidase	 activity,	 and	 to	work	 towards	 identifying	 a	 conserved	 target	 site	 for	DA1-
mediated	 cleavage.	 Using	 confocal	 microscopy	 and	 bespoke	 segmentation	 software,	 I	
embarked	 on	 a	 global	 analysis	 of	 leaf	 cellular	 phenotypes	 in	 the	da1-1,	bb,	 and	da1-1bb	
mutants	throughout	early	development.	This	allowed	a	holistic	comparison	to	wild	type	of	
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of	a	 range	of	 factors	 including	population	growth	and	 increasing	consumption	of	biofuels	
(Ray	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 It	 is	 estimated	 that,	 while	 in	 the	 past	 the	 annual	 increase	 in	 global	
agricultural	land	have	been	rapid,	from	now	until	2050	this	rate	will	decline,	as	less	land	is	
available	for	use	in	farming	(Alexandratos	and	Bruinsma,	2012).	While	in	the	past,	rates	of	





















1989).	 The	maintenance	 of	 the	 stem	 cell	 population	 in	 the	 SAM	 CZ	 is	 controlled	 by	 the	
expression	of	WUSCHEL	(WUS),	 in	an	underlying	cell	 layer	known	as	the	organising	centre	
(OC),	 although	 not	 in	 the	 stem	 cells	 themselves	 (Mayer	 et	 al.,	 1998).	WUS	 expression	 is	
inhibited	 in	 a	 negative	 feedback	 loop	 with	 CLAVATA1	 (CLV1),	 CLAVATA2	 (CLV2)	 and	
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the	YABBY	 family	 (Kumaran	 et	 al.,	 2002),	ASYMMETRIC	 LEAVES1	 (AS1)	 and	ASYMMETRIC	
LEAVES2	(AS2)	(Ori	et	al.,	2000),	and	the	ARP	genes	(Moon	and	Hake,	2011).	In	particular,	
auxin	appears	to	play	a	role	in	the	repression	of	BP,	via	a	convergent	pathway	with	AS1	(Hay	
et	 al.,	 2006).	 Auxin	 is	 also	 believed	 to	 repress	 other	 KNOX	 family	 members	 via	 the	
upregulation	of	AUXIN	RESPONSE	FACTOR6	(ARF6)	and	AUXIN	RESPONSE	FACTOR8	(ARF8)	













genes	 acting	 antagonistically.	AS1	 and	AS2	 upregulate	 the	Class	 III	 homeodomain-leucine	
zipper	 (HD-ZIP	 III)	 family	members	PHABULOSA	 (PHB),	 PHAVOLUTA	 (PHV)	 and	REVOLUTA	
(REV)	 which	 act	 semi-redundantly	 on	 the	 adaxial	 side	 to	 promote	 adaxial	 tissue	 identity	
(Prigge	et	al.,	2005;	Fu	et	al.,	2007).	Members	of	the	KANADI	gene	family,	AUXIN	RESPONSE	






































reason,	 changes	 in	 the	 rate,	 duration,	 or	 spatial	 extent	 of	 cell	 proliferation	 can	 have	 a	
profound	impact	on	final	organ	size.	The	rate	of	cell	division	is	defined	as	the	number	of	cell	












of	 transcriptional	 co-activators	 (Horiguchi	 et	 al.,	 2005).	While	 it	 is	 accepted	 that	multiple	
























reduced	 leaf	 area	 due	 to	 a	 decreased	 rate	 of	 cell	 proliferation	 (Achard	 et	 al.,	 2009),	
positioning	SLEEPY1	as	an	indirect	promoter	of	the	rate	of	cell	proliferation.		
As	well	 as	a	 range	of	genes	promoting	an	 increased	 rate	of	 cell	proliferation,	 there	are	a	
number	of	genes	known	to	inhibit	the	rate	of	cell	proliferation.	Contrasting	with	SLY1,	other	
F-box	 proteins	 have	 also	 been	 found	 to	 affect	 leaf	 size	 by	 controlling	 the	 rate	 of	 cell	
proliferation,	for	example	FBX92,	where	reduced	FBX92	expression	promoted	an	increased	
rate	of	cell	division,	and	a	reduced	cell	cycle	time	(Baute	et	al.,	2017).	This	indicates	a	role	











The	 four-member	NGATHA	 family	 of	 transcription	 factors	 is	 known	 to	 have	 a	 role	 in	 the	
control	of	organ	 size.	 The	nga1	mutant	exhibits	 larger	petals	as	a	 result	of	 increased	cell	
number	(Alvarez	et	al.,	2009),	and	NGA	overexpressor	lines	show	significantly	reduced	leaf	
areas,	 particularly	 in	width,	which	 is	 primarily	 as	 a	 result	 of	 a	 reduction	 in	 cell	 number	 -	








rather	 than	 in	 cell	 area,	 and	 kinematic	 analyses	 indicated	 that	 there	 was	 an	 increased	
duration	of	cell	proliferation	in	ARGOS	overexpressor	plants,	rather	than	an	increased	rate	






















As	 well	 as	 the	 promotion	 of	 the	 duration	 of	 cell	 proliferation,	 several	 genes	 have	 been	





DA2	 and	 BB	 are	 both	 able	 to	 ubiquitinate	 DA1	 (Dong	 et	 al.,	 2017),	 activating	 peptidase	
activity	in	DA1	which	is	thought	to	indirectly	result	in	growth	regulation	(see	Section	1.4).	
Mutations	 in	AUXIN	RESPONSE	FACTOR2	(ARF2)	generate	 larger	 leaves	and	floral	organs	-
partially	as	a	result	of	larger	cells,	but	also	as	a	result	of	an	increased	number	of	cells.	In	arf2	
mutants	 the	 expression	 of	 ANT	 and	 CYCD3;1	 was	 prolonged,	 indicating	 a	 regulatory	
mechanism	to	precisely	control	the	timing	of	cell	proliferation	arrest	(Schruff	et	al.,	2006).	




















In	 addition	 to	 this,	 loss-of-function	 mutants	 of	 the	 SPATULA	 basic	 helix-loop-helix	
transcription	 factor,	spt,	exhibit	 larger	 leaves	 than	wild	 type.	This	 is	due	 to	 increased	cell	
number,	as	there	is	no	difference	in	cell	area	between	spt	mutants	and	the	wild	type.	While	








Finally,	 there	 is	 some	 limited	 evidence	 that	 DA1	 may	 also	 have	 a	 role	 in	 limiting	 the	
meristematic	zone	in	leaves,	as	pCYCLINB1;1∷GUS	expression	is	distally	increased	in	the	da1-







guard	cells	 -	 in	Arabidopsis	of	the	Colombia	ecotype	(as	used	 in	this	thesis),	 two	thirds	of	
stomata	 are	 formed	after	only	one	or	 two	asymmetric	 cell	 divisions	of	meristemoid	 cells	
(Geisler	et	al.,	2000),	while	in	other	ecotypes	this	ranges	from	zero	to	three	(Serna,	2013).	
After	the	final	asymmetric	cell	division,	the	guard	mother	cell	undergoes	a	final	symmetric	











indicating	 increased	 growth	 of	 the	 leaf	 lamina	without	 a	 concurrent	 increase	 in	 the	 leaf	








Cell	growth	may	be	divided	into	two	processes	that,	together,	result	 in	an	 increase	 in	cell	
volume.	 The	 first	 of	 these	 processes	 is	 cytoplasmic	 growth	 due	 to	 synthesis	 of	
macromolecules	such	as	proteins,	starch	and	lipids.	The	TOR	(Target	Of	Rapamycin)	pathway	
is	central	to	the	regulation	of	this	mode	of	growth.	TOR	is	a	serine/threonine	kinase	from	the	
PhosphatidylInositol-3-Kinase-related	 Kinase	 (PIKK)	 family,	with	 a	 role	 in	 the	 signalling	 of	
metabolic	stress.	As	a	central	regulator	of	macromolecular	synthesis,	TOR	primarily	controls	















Endoreduplication	 is	 strongly	 correlated	with	 cell	 growth	 in	many	 tissues	 of	 Arabidopsis,	
including	 leaf	epidermal	cells	and	the	hypocotyl	 (Melaragno	et	al.,	1993;	Gendreau	et	al.,	
1997),	although	 the	 link	 is	not	 so	clear	 in	 root	 tissue	 (Beemster	et	al.,	2002).	One	 theory	
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surrounding	 the	 endocycle	 is	 that	 the	 volume	 of	 cytoplasm	 that	 a	 cell	 can	 produce	 and	
maintain	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 amount	 of	 DNA	 in	 its	 nucleus	 -	 this	 is	 known	 as	 the	
“karyoplasmic	ratio”	(Sugimoto-Shirasu	and	Roberts,	2003).	
Increased	 DNA	 content	 in	 the	 cell	 may	 result	 in	 cytoplasmic	 growth	 through	 ribosome	
biogenesis	-	this	mechanism	has	been	observed	in	yeast	and	Drosophila,	in	which	S6	kinase	
phosphorylates	 S6,	 a	 key	 ribosomal	 assembly	 protein	 (Montagne	 et	 al.,	 1999).	 However,	
there	is	little	direct	evidence	for	ribosome	biogenesis	in	plants	as	a	result	of	increased	ploidy.	
An	 alternative	 mechanism	 could	 be	 that	 increased	 ploidy	 results	 in	 increased	 gene	
expression,	and	therefore	total	protein	synthesis	-	promoting	macromolecular	synthesis	as	
described	 above	 in	 cytoplasmic	 growth.	 However,	 work	 in	 Arabidopsis	 lines	 with	 varied	




























regulation	 of	 the	 spatial	 dynamics	 of	 the	 arrest	 front	 by	 changing	 the	 distance	 from	 the	
petiole-lamina	 boundary	 at	which	 the	 arrest	 front	 pauses	 before	 being	 rapidly	 abolished	
(Narita	et	al.,	2004;	Ichihashi	et	al.,	2010).	
In	 addition	 to	 these	 genetic	 factors,	 Andriankaja	 et	 al.,	 2012	 observed	 that	 the	 onset	 of	
photosynthesis	 and	 the	 appearance	 of	 stomata	 occurred	 just	 before	 the	 onset	 of	 cell	
expansion,	 at	 around	 9	 days	 after	 sowing,	 in	 the	 third	 leaf.	 This	 also	 coincided	with	 the	




1.2.6 Hormonal	 coordination	 of	 cell	 division	 and	 cell	 expansion	 throughout	
growth	
Phytohormones	 such	 as	 auxin,	 brassinosteroids,	 cytokinins	 and	 gibberellic	 acid	 are	 key	
regulators	of	organ	development.	As	 small	 signalling	molecules,	 they	are	able	 to	mediate	
long-distance	 signalling	 throughout	 the	 leaf	and	 therefore	have	potentially	wide-reaching	
impacts	on	both	growth	and	development	(Johnson	and	Lenhard,	2011).		
Auxin	has	extensive	 roles	 in	 the	regulation	of	organ	morphogenesis	 (Perrot-Rechenmann,	
2010),	 as	well	 as	organ	 initiation	and	outgrowth	 (Reinhardt	et	 al.,	 2000;	Reinhardt	et	 al.,	
2003).	For	example,	cells	in	culture	may	cease	to	divide	in	the	absence	of	auxin,	and	when	














proton	 pump	 at	 the	 plasma	 membrane,	 resulting	 in	 extracellular	 acidification	 and	 the	
activation	of	EXPANSINS	(Rayle	and	Cleland,	1992).	
Brassinosteroids	upregulate	ARGOS-LIKE	(ARL),	which	shares	some	sequence	homology	with	





growth	and,	when	expressed	 in	 the	epidermis	only,	be	 sufficient	 to	promote	growth	and	
normal	 vascular	 development	 in	 the	 vascular	 tissue	 layer	 within	 the	 organ	 -	 positioning	







The	 role	 of	 gibberellic	 acid	 in	 the	 regulation	 of	 cell	 division	 has	 been	 elucidated	 by	 the	
discovery	 of	 DELLA	 proteins,	which	 repress	 the	 growth-promoting	 activity	 of	 gibberellins	
(Hauvermale	 et	 al.,	 2012;	 Davière	 and	 Achard,	 2013).	 In	 quadruple-DELLA	 mutants,	 the	






called	 “compensation”	 effect,	 whereby	 aberrations	 in	 cell	 proliferation	 promote	 a	
concomitant	change	in	cell	area,	resulting	in	a	final	organ	size	similar	to	that	of	wild	type.	
This	phenomenon	is	well-described	in	the	development	of	Drosophila	melanogaster	wings	–	











indicates	 that	 leaf	 size	 is	 not	 regulated	 by	 a	 similar	 “total	 mass	 checkpoint”	 to	 that	 of	
Drosophila	wings.	However,	 this	does	not	discount	the	possibility	of	partial	compensation	
mechanisms	 that	 have	 been	 observed	 in	 a	 number	 of	mutants	 affecting	Arabidopsis	 leaf	
growth.	
Kinematic	analyses	of	growth	indicate	that	there	could	be	three	classes	of	compensation.	In	
Class	 I	 mutants,	 such	 as	 an3,	 fugu2/fas1	 and	 er	 mutants,	 the	 rate	 of	 cell	 expansion	 is	
increased	in	the	post-mitotic	phase	relative	to	wild	type,	but	the	period	of	cell	expansion	is	
not	affected.	 In	Class	II	mutants	such	as	fugu5,	there	is	an	increase	in	the	duration	of	cell	
proliferation	 relative	 to	 wild	 type.	 Finally,	 Class	 III	 is	 only	 exhibited	 in	 the	 KRP2	 over-
expressor,	 whereby	 cells	 are	 already	 larger	 than	 wild	 type	 during	 the	 mitotic	 phase,	 in	




suggests	 that	 there	 could	 be	 a	mechanism	 that	 allows	 cells	 to	 control	 their	 own	 growth	
according	to	cues	derived	from	their	neighbours	or	across	the	whole	growing	organ	that	“set”	
the	correct	 final	organ	size.	There	are	 two	potential	models	 that	have	been	suggested	 to	
regulate	this	-	the	cell-autonomous	system,	and	the	non-cell-autonomous	system.	
The	 cell-autonomous	 system	 suggests	 that,	 in	 the	 initial	 organ	 primordium,	 each	 cell	 is	
allocated	 a	 fixed	 amount	 of	 a	 factor	 that	 promotes	 cell	 growth	 and	 division,	 which	 is	










growth.	 A	 potential	mechanism	 for	 this	 could	 be	 the	 production	 of	 a	 division-promoting	
morphogen	in	the	base	of	the	leaf,	which	would	diffuse	throughout	the	leaf	but	promote	cell	
division	 only	 in	 basal	 regions,	 as	 recognition	 by	 cells	 would	 be	 threshold-dependent	
(Lenhard,	2012).	The	activities	of	auxin	and	brassinosteroid	as	mobile	signals	within	tissues	







particular	 uses	 named	 “factors”	 to	 mediate	 tissue	 growth,	 cell	 growth	 and	 cell	 division	
(Kuchen	et	al.,	2012;	Fox	et	al.,	under	review).	In	the	model	proposed	by	Kuchen	and	Fox,	
there	are	a	number	of	factors	which	are	expressed	differentially	within	the	leaf,	and	have	
different	 effects	on	 tissue	and	 cell	 behaviour.	 For	 example,	 PGRAD	 is	 a	modelled	 growth	
promoting	factor	that	is	expressed	in	a	linear	gradient	from	the	base	to	the	tip,	in	a	similar	
manner	 to	 the	 growth	 promoting	 factor	 proposed	 in	 the	 non-cell-autonomous	model	 of	



















genes	 known	 to	 influence	 organ	 size	 via	 either	 affecting	 the	 cell	 number	 or	 cell	 area	
differentially	regulate	some	components	of	the	cell	cycle	(see	Section	1.2).	






checkpoints,	 through	 which	 the	 cell	 cycle	 can	 be	 controlled.	 Progression	 through	 these	










Although	 there	 are	 some	 exceptions,	 in	 general	 cyclins	 are	 grouped	 according	 to	 the	
checkpoint	 that	 they	 regulate	 -	 A-type	 cyclins	 regulate	 the	 S	 phase,	 B-type	 control	 G2	























(Cebolla	 et	 al.,	 1999;	 Dewitte	 and	Murray,	 2003).	 Gibberellic	 acid	 has	 been	 observed	 to	
promote	 entry	 into	 the	 endocycle	 in	 hypocotyls	 and	 leaf	 trichomes	 via	 antagonistic	










biochemical	 and	 genetic	 interactions.	 In	 vitro	 ubiquitination	 assays	 showed	 that	 BIG	
BROTHER	and	DA2	can	multiply	mono-ubiquitinate	DA1	in	an	E1	and	E2-dependent	reaction	
(see	 Section	 1.5),	 with	 four	 to	 five	 consistently	 ubiquitinated	 lysine	 residues	 in	 the	 C-
terminus.	Substitution	of	one	of	these	four	to	five	lysine	residues	to	arginine	does	not	reduce	
the	level	of	ubiquitination	of	DA1	by	DA2,	while	mass	spectrometry	analyses	revealed	that	
other	 lysines	 in	 DA1	 are	 ubiquitinated	 in	 this	 mutant,	 showing	 that	 the	 ubiquitination	
mechanism	 in	DA1	has	 a	 preference	 for	 the	 four	 to	 five	 consistently	 ubiquitinated	 lysine	
residues,	but	not	a	requirement	(Dong	et	al.,	2017).	
Mutation	 of	 the	 two	 UIM	 domains	 (see	 Section	 1.4.2.3)	 of	 DA1	 revealed	 that,	 while	 a	
mutation	 in	 UIM1	 alone	 did	 not	 affect	 the	 ubiquitination	 of	 DA1,	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 a	
functional	UIM2,	there	was	no	ubiquitination	of	DA1.	This	indicates	that	the	ubiquitination	
of	DA1	is	UIM-dependent	(Dong	et	al.,	2017).	
Incubation	 of	 both	 BB	 and	 DA2	 with	 ubiquitinated	 DA1	 generated	 cleavage	 products	 of	
~35kDa	 and	 ~25kDa	 respectively.	 It	was	 found	 that	 ubiquitination	mediated	by	 either	 E3	
ligase	was	sufficient	to	result	 in	the	cleavage	of	either	E3	ligase.	Mutation	of	the	histidine	
residues	in	the	zinc	metallopeptidase	domain	of	DA1	resulted	in	the	DA1-pep	mutant	(Figure	
1.3),	which	was	able	 to	be	ubiquitinated	 to	 the	same	extent	as	DA1,	but	was	not	able	 to	
cleave	BB	and	DA2.		
Therefore,	 DA1	 has	 latent	 metallopeptidase	 activity	 that	 is	 activated	 by	 UIM-mediated	















peptidase	 domain	 is	 structurally	 similar	 to	 that	 of	 the	 human	 angiotensin	 I-converting	
Figure	1.3	Structure	of	DA1	
Amino	acid	sequence	of	DA1	(AT1G19270)	with	protein	domains,	ubiquitinated	residues,	and	











the	 M2	 family	 of	 zin-binding	 metallopeptidases,	 which	 falls	 within	 the	 MA	 clan	 (Pfam:	
CL0126)	(Natesh	et	al.,	2003).	The	MA	clan	contains	71	families	and	is	characterised	by	the	
neutral	 zinc-metallopeptidase	domain	 (PROSITE:	PS00142),	which	has	a	conserved	HEXXH	





The	activity	of	metallopeptidases	has	been	shown	 to	be	 regulated	by	a	 “cysteine	 switch”	
mechanism,	 in	which	 a	 cysteine	 is	 dissociated	 from	 the	 peptidase	 active	 site,	 promoting	
peptidase	activity.	For	example,	in	latent	human	fibroblast	collagenase,	Cys73	is	localised	in	
such	a	manner	that	it	blocks	the	active	site	at	the	active	site	zinc	atom.	All	known	activation	















LIM	 domains	 generally	 comprise	 55	 amino	 acids,	 of	 which	 eight	 cysteine	 and	 histidine	
residues	are	highly	conserved	among	functional	domains	 in	different	species.	The	general	














DAR4/CHS3/WRR5B	 leads	 to	 constitutive	defence	 responses	 (Yang	et	 al.,	 2010).	A	 similar	
mutation	in	DA1,	the	DA1C274Y	mutation	in	the	LIM-like	domain,	is	not	able	to	be	ubiquitinated	
by	BB,	and	consequently	showed	no	evidence	of	peptidase	activity,	indicating	a	putative	role	





































to	be	maternal,	 as	 seeds	produced	by	 a	da1-1	mother	 regardless	of	 the	 genotype	of	 the	




metallopeptidase	 active	 site,	 red;	 LIM	 domain,	 cyan;	 LIM-like	 domain,	 dark	 green;	 UIM,	







than	 wild	 type,	 and	 have	 a	 longer	 life-span.	 This	 was	 proposed	 to	 be	 as	 a	 result	 of	 an	
increased	duration	of	cell	proliferation,	based	on	analysis	of	pCYCB1:1::GUS	expression	 in	
da1-1	 and	 wild	 type	 leaves.	 Analysis	 of	 the	 expression	 levels	 of	 a	 pDA1::GUS	 construct	
revealed	that	it	is	expressed	most	strongly	during	early	leaf,	petal,	integument	and	embryo	











auxin,	 cytokinins,	 brassinosteroids,	 gibberellins	 and	 glucose	 were	 not	 found	 to	 induce	
expression.	Further	analysis	revealed	a	potential	mechanism	for	abscisic	acid	to	negatively	























to	DA1,	 it	 has	been	proposed	 that	 this	 reduction	 in	 cell	 number	 is	 via	 a	 limitation	 in	 the	








da1-1eod1-2/bb-2	 mutants,	 seed	 and	 petal	 measurements	 exhibited	 a	 synergistic	
enhancement	relative	to	the	da1-1	mutation	alone,	suggesting	a	genetic	interaction	and	that	
the	two	genes	may	work	together	and	in	parallel	pathways	to	control	organ	size	(Li	et	al.,	
2008).	 Further	 investigation	 has	 shown	 that	 the	 da1-1eod1-2/bb-2	 mutant	 shows	 a	
synergistic	enhancement	 in	 the	 final	 size	of	 leaves	as	well	as	petals	and	seeds,	as	well	as	
being	significantly	larger	than	wild	type	at	7	days	after	stratification	due	to	a	combination	of	
more,	 and	 larger	 cells.	 The	eod1-2/bb-2	mutant	 (hereafter	 referred	 to	 as	bb)	 exhibits	 an	
intermediate	leaf	phenotype	at	7	days	after	stratification,	as	a	result	of	an	increase	in	cell	
area	relative	to	wild	type,	but	not	cell	number.	Finally,	measurements	of	ploidy	levels	in	da1-
1bb	 leaves	 over	 time	 revealed	 that	 the	 endoreduplication	 index	 of	 cells	was	 significantly	
























Incubation	 of	 purified	 ubiquitinated	 Flag-tagged	 DA1	 with	 His-tagged	 BB	 for	 four	 hours	
resulted	 in	the	cleavage	of	BB-His	and	the	production	of	a	~35kDA	cleavage	product.	This	
was	also	observed	when	expressing	tagged	DA1	and	BB	in	da1-ko	dar1-1	protoplasts,	but	no	
cleavage	 product	 was	 produced	 when	 Flag-DA1-pep	 was	 used	 in	 the	 place	 of	 Flag-DA1,	
indicating	peptidase-dependent	cleavage	of	BB	by	DA1	(Dong	et	al.,	2017).	
Identification	of	the	target	site	in	BB	was	carried	out	using	Edman	sequencing	of	the	purified	
BB-His	 cleavage	 product.	 The	 Edman	 sequencing	 indicated	 a	 neo-N-terminal	 amino	 acid	
sequence	that	was	a	unique	match	to	six	amino	acids	at	the	predicted	cleavage	site	of	BB,	
based	 on	 the	molecular	weight	 of	 the	 cleavage	 product.	 This	 suggested	 a	 putative	 DA1-














free	 degradation	 assays	 MY61-BB	 was	 less	 stable	 than	 wild	 type,	 un-cleaved	 BB.	 By	
expressing	 the	 cleaved	 fragment	 of	 BB	with	 three	 different	N-termini	 (Y,	G	 and	MY)	 and	






















Incubation	 of	 purified	 ubiquitinated	 Flag-tagged	DA1	with	His-tagged	DA2	 for	 four	 hours	



























than	 wild	 type	 before	 flowering,	 and	 therefore	 flower	 earlier.	 Overexpression	 of	UBP15	
results	in	larger	plants	with	larger,	rounder	and	more	curled	rosette	leaves,	relative	to	wild	
















Mutations	 in	 UBP15	 are	 able	 to	 repress	 the	 large	 organ	 phenotype	 of	 da1-1,	 and	
overexpression	 of	UBP15	 results	 in	 a	 similar	 seed,	 leaf	 and	 flower	 phenotype	 to	 da1-1,	
including	at	the	cellular	level.	Analysis	of	da1-1ubp15-1	mutants	showed	that	mutations	in	
UBP15	are	epistatic	 to	da1-1	 in	 the	 integument,	supporting	the	proposition	of	a	common	




were	higher	 in	da1-1	mutants,	 suggests	 that	 there	could	be	a	 role	 for	DA1	 in	modulating	






















Phylogenetic	 tree	 showing	 predicted	 TCP	 family	 members	 from	 Arabidopsis	
thaliana	and	a	range	of	other	species,	including	Oryza	sativa,	Antirrhinum	majus,	







TCPs	 inhibiting	 growth	 and	 proliferation	 (Martin-Trillo	 and	 Cubas,	 2010).	 However,	while	
there	is	a	significant	body	of	evidence	supporting	this	in	class	II	TCPs,	less	is	known	about	the	
role	of	class	I	TCPs	in	the	promotion	of	growth	and	proliferation	-	primarily	as	a	result	of	the	
high	 levels	of	 functional	redundancy	among	the	family	-	although	the	body	of	evidence	 is	
increasing.	
There	are	13	members	of	the	class	I	family	of	TCP	genes	in	Arabidopsis,	as	shown	in	Figure	
1.5	 (Martin-Trillo	 and	 Cubas,	 2010).	 TCP14	 and	 TCP15	 show	 significant	 functional	
redundancy,	and	are	proposed	to	have	a	role	together	in	the	promotion	of	cell	proliferation	
in	stem	internodes	while	repressing	cell	proliferation	in	 leaves	and	floral	tissue,	 indicating	





as	 a	 result	 of	 changes	 in	 cell	 growth	 (Aguilar-Martinez	 and	 Sinha,	 2013).	 Overexpression	







characterised.	 Some	 class	 II	 TCP	 family	 members	 appear	 to	 restrict	 cell	 proliferation	 by	
regulating	transcription	of	cell	cycle	control	genes,	for	example	TCP24	works	in	a	complex	
with	ABAP1	to	restrict	the	transcription	of	genes	required	for	entry	into	the	S-phase	(Masuda	
et	 al.,	 2008).	 In	 addition,	 some	 class	 II	 TCP	 family	members	 interact	with	 phytohormone	
signalling	pathways,	including	cytokinins	and	auxin	(Suzuki	et	al.,	2001;	Koyama	et	al.,	2010).	
Finally,	a	number	of	class	II	TCP	family	members	have	been	shown	to	affect	the	expression	







As	 described	 above,	 class	 II	 family	 member	 TCP4	 expression	 is	 negatively	 regulated	 by	
miR319,	although	TCP4	alleles	with	point	mutations	at	their	miR319	binding	sites	provide	an	
opportunity	to	observe	the	phenotypic	effects	of	 increases	 in	TCP4	expression	-	these	are	
termed	soj	 lines.	 Increases	 in	TCP4	expression	both	 in	 this	way,	and	via	constitutive	TCP4	
expression	under	a	35S	promoter,	resulted	in	smaller	plants	with	smaller	leaves,	relative	to	









proliferation,	 or	 the	 cell	 cycle.	 TCP4	 has	 recently	 been	 shown	 to	 undergo	DA1-mediated	




slight	 but	 significant	 reduction	 in	 inflorescence	 height,	 although	 the	 most	 severe	
developmental	 phenotypes	 are	 observed	 in	 tcp14tcp15	 double	mutants,	 due	 to	 the	 high	
functional	redundancy	of	TCP14	and	TCP15.	In	this	double	mutant,	internode	length	was	also	
































tcp8tcp15tcp22tcp23tcp21,	 the	 leaves	are	slightly	wider	and	 larger	overall	 than	wild	type,	
and	fewer	rosette	leaves	are	produced,	while	not	exhibiting	a	strong	phenotypic	difference	
(Aguilar-Martinez	 and	 Sinha,	 2013).	 In	 this	 pentuple	mutant,	 some	 genes	 involved	 in	 the	
control	of	 SAM	maintenance	 (STM,	BP),	 leaf	 form	 (AS1),	 and	 the	 control	of	 the	 cell	 cycle	
(CYCA1;1,	 CYCA2;3)	 are	 also	 up-regulated	 -	 indicating	 that	TCP22	may	 have	 a	 role	 in	 the	
repression	of	the	cell	cycle	and	therefore	cell	proliferation,	although	with	the	high	level	of	




(Komander	 and	 Rape,	 2012).	 It	 involves	 the	 covalent	 attachment	 of	 the	 8kDa	 ubiquitin	
protein	to	other	proteins,	often	as	ubiquitin	polymers,	which	target	proteins	for	degradation	
in	 the	 26S	 proteasome.	 These	 target	 proteins	 include	 cyclins	 and	 inhibitors	 of	 cyclin-
48	
	




Ubiquitin,	named	due	to	 its	ubiquitous	nature	 in	eukaryotes,	 is	a	small	protein	of	around	
8.5kDa,	 comprised	 of	 76	 amino	 acid	 residues	 (Schimke,	 2006).	 The	 ubiquitin	 family	 is	
encoded	by	14	genes	in	Arabidopsis,	including	ubiquitin-like	and	ubiquitin	extension	genes	
(Hatfield	et	al.,	1997).	Ubiquitin	 is	 synthesised	by	 the	 ribosome	 in	polymeric	 form,	and	 is	
cleaved	by	deubiquitinating	enzymes	at	the	terminal	glycine	residue	in	order	to	release	active	
monomers.	 These	are	 then	 covalently	 linked	via	 a	C-terminal	 isopeptide	bond	 to	a	 lysine	
residue	on	substrates	by	a	cascade	of	ubiquitin	activation	and	conjugation	enzymes	called	






























Arabidopsis	 (Vierstra,	 1996),	 grouped	 into	 12	 subfamilies	 (Sadanandom	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 E2	
conjugating	 enzymes	 may	 then	 either	 transfer	 the	 ubiquitin	 to	 the	 E3	 ubiquitin	 ligase	
enzyme,	or	onto	the	substrate	directly	–	depending	on	the	type	of	E3	ligase	in	question.	













































RING	domain	may	 also	 cause	 a	 conformational	 change	 in	 the	 E2,	which	 encourages	 it	 to	
discharge	the	ubiquitin.	Further	evidence	that	the	RING	domain	does	not	bind	ubiquitin	in	
order	to	transfer	it	to	the	substrate	is	provided	in	that	the	active	cysteine	residue	is	not	on	
the	 surface	 of	 the	 RING	 domain,	 probably	 preventing	 it	 from	 forming	 a	 thioester-linked	
catalytic	ubiquitinated	intermediate.	
RING	E3	ligases	are	divided	into	three	groups:	monomeric,	dimeric	(both	heterodimers	and	



















































easily	 processed	 being	 targeted	 for	 degradation	 before	 those	 less	 easily	 processed	
(Marangos	and	Carroll,	2008).	
Apart	from	DA1,	a	further	example	of	RING	E3	ligases	in	the	control	of	organ	development	is	








transported	 to	 the	 26S	 proteasome	 within	 the	 cell.	 A	 large	 structure	 of	 2MDa,	 the	 26S	
proteasome	is	formed	from	31	subunits,	and	divided	into	the	20S	core	protease	and	the	19S	




a	 poly-ubiquitin	 chain	 composed	 of	 four	 ubiquitin	 monomers	 is	 the	 optimum	 signal	 for	
recognition	by	the	proteasome	(Thrower	et	al.,	2000).		
1.5.5.2 Changes	in	protein	functionality	
Not	 all	 ubiquitinated	 substrates	 are	 targeted	 for	 degradation	 in	 the	 proteasome.	Mono-
ubiquitination	and	multiple	mono-ubiquitination	(such	as	that	observed	in	the	DA1	system)	
are	known	to	have	a	role	in	the	changing	of	biochemical	functions	of	proteins.	For	example,	



















microscopy	 is	also	used	 to	analyse	cellular	properties	of	 these	mutants	 in	mature	 leaves,	
creating	a	greater	understanding	of	the	cellular	basis	of	the	large	organ	phenotype	observed	





















The	 identification	 of	 DA1	 as	 a	 ubiquitin-activated	 peptidase	 (Dumenil,	 2013;	 Dong	 et	 al.,	
2017)	has	prompted	a	search	for	novel	substrates	among	proteins	involved	in	the	control	of	
cell	 proliferation	 and	 cell	 expansion.	 These	 classes	 of	 proteins	were	 selected	 due	 to	 the	
biological	role	of	DA1	in	limiting	the	duration	of	cell	proliferation	during	organ	growth	(Li	et	
al.,	2008).	In	da1-1	plants,	petal	area	increases	for	longer	to	a	larger	final	size	compared	to	






To	 date,	 847	 known	 or	 putative	 peptidases	 in	Arabidopsis	 thaliana	 have	 been	 identified	
(Rawlings	and	Barrett,	1996;	Rawlings	et	al.,	2016).	Zinc	metallopeptidases	such	as	DA1	form	
a	large	group,	and	are	among	the	most	diverse	of	the	six	catalytic	types	of	protease	(Schaller,	
2004).	 A	 key	 question	 in	 understanding	 the	wider	 biological	 role	 of	DA1	 is	 to	 identify	 its	
substrates	and	determine	the	biological	functions	of	DA1-mediated	cleavage.	
Previous	 studies	have	 shown	 that	DA1	 is	 a	ubiquitin-activated	peptidase,	 and	 is	multiply-
monoubiquitinated	by	E3	ligases	BIG	BROTHER	(BB)	and	DA2.	This	ubiquitination	activates	
















the	 cleaved	product	 (Dong	et	 al.,	 2017).	 The	predicted	 cleavage	 site	was	 then	 confirmed	
using	site-directed	mutagenesis.	Two	mutations	were	made	to	confirm	the	precise	cleavage	







































Loss	 of	 function	mutants	 of	 TCP4	 have	 slightly	 enlarged	 leaves,	 as	 well	 as	 producing	 on	





size	phenotype	 (Schommer	et	al.,	2008),	 thus	positioning	TCP4	as	a	negative	 regulator	of	
organ	size.	








TCP15	 (along	 with	 TCP14)	 is	 expressed	 in	 leaf	 primordia,	 where	 the	 expression	 pattern	
recedes	from	the	tip	to	the	base	of	the	leaf	as	the	organ	develops,	appearing	to	follow	the	
pattern	 of	 cell	 proliferation	 (Kieffer	 et	 al.,	 2011;	Uberti-Manassero	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 There	 is	






















of	 seedlings,	 and	 at	 a	 subcellular	 level,	 expression	 is	 observed	 in	 the	 nuclei.	 As	 a	 single	
knockdown	mutant,	the	tcp22-1	allele	shows	no	discernible	difference	 in	phenotype	from	







involved	 in	 the	 control	 of	 SAM	 maintenance	 and	 leaf	 development,	 such	 as	 SHOOT	
MERISTEMLESS	(STM),	BREVIPEDICELLUS	(BP)	and	ASYMETRIC	LEAVES1	(AS1).	The	cell-cycle	
genes	CYCA1;1	and	CYCA2;3	are	also	upregulated	in	this	mutant	background,	providing	an	













proteins	 within	 this	 family	 have	 been	 screened,	 and	 it	 is	 plausible,	 given	 their	 high	
redundancy,	that	DA1	is	able	to	cleave	additional	TCP	proteins.	This	idea	is	strengthened	as	
DA1	appears	to	cleave	both	classes	of	TCP	protein.	













Song,	1989).	 In	 this	 screen,	 the	bait	protein	was	a	 truncated	version	of	DA1,	with	 the	N-
terminal	 162	 amino	 acids	 removed.	 This	 left	 both	 the	 LIM	 domain	 and	 the	 C-terminal	









Locus	 Gene	name	 Gene	description	 Predicted	location	
AT2G22230	 	 Beta-Hydroxyacyl-ACP	Dehydratase,	Putative	 CW,	CH	





AT5G35100	 	 Peptidyl-Prolyl	Cis-Trans	Isomerase	 CH	
AT5G60390	 	 Elongation	factor	Tu	family	protein	 PM,	VC,	MT,	NU,	CY	
AT4G36260	 SHR2,	STY2	 SHI	Related	Sequence	2	 NU	
AT4G13640	 UNE16	 Unfertilized	Embryo	Sac	16	 NU	
AT1G69690	 TCP15	 TCP	Family	Transcription	Factor	 CH	
AT2G15890	 MEE14	 Maternal	Effect	Embryo	Arrest	14	 CH	
AT2G28790	 	 Osmotin-Like	Protein,	Putative	 CW	
AT4G28750	 PSAE-1	 PSA	E1	Knockout,	 CH	
AT2G30110	 ATUBA1	 Ubiquitin-Activating	Enzyme	1	 CY,	NU,	PM,	PD	
AT1G67090	 RBCS1a	 Ribulose	Bisphosphate	Carboxylase	Small	Chain	1a	 CH	






AT5G38410	 RBCS3B	 Ribulose	Bisphosphate	Carboxylase	Small	Chain	3B	 CH	
AT1G74030	 ENO1	 Enolase	1	 CH	
AT5G65950	 	 Unknown	Protein	 Unknown	
AT2G23350	 PAB4	 Poly(A)	Binding	Protein	4	 CY	
AT3G15360	 ATHM4	 Arabidopsis	Thioredoxin	M-Type	4	 CW,	CH	
AT1G54630	 ACP3	 Acyl	Carrier	Protein	3	 CH	
AT1G36390	 	 Co-Chaperone	Grpe	Family	Protein	 CH	
AT1G60950	 ATFD2	 Ferredoxin	2	 CH	










AT4G32880	 HTHB8	 Homeobox	Gene	8	 NU	
AT3G02550	 LBD41	 Lob	Domain-Containing	Protein	41	 NU	
AT5G24490	 	 30S	Ribosomal	Protein,	Putative	 RB,	CH	
AT3G04940	 ATCYSD1	 Cysteine	Synthase	D1	 CW,	CH	
Table	2.1	List	of	DA1-interacting	proteins	 identified	 from	the	 first	 round	of	 the	yeast-2-
hybrid	screen		
From	 Dumenil,	 2013	 with	 permission	 (CY=cytosol;	 CW=cell	 wall;	 NU=nucleus;	





out	 protoplast	 transient	 expression	 cleavage	 assays	 to	 determine	 whether	 these	 DA1	
interactors	are	 substrates	 for	 cleavage	by	DA1.	The	proteins	 selected	 for	 inclusion	 in	 this	








mutant,	 exhibiting	 reduced	 amounts	 of	 stylar	 and	 stigmatic	 tissues.	 Although	 the	 sty2-1	
mutant	 alone	 has	 no	 visible	 phenotype,	 this	 suggests	 that	 STY1	 and	 STY2	 are	 partially	
redundant	and	promote	gynoecium	development,	in	particular	style	and	stigma	formation	
(Kuusk	et	al.,	2002).	Their	phenotypes	and	 functions	will	 therefore	be	discussed	 together	
here.	
Aside	from	its	function	in	promoting	cell	expansion	in	the	stamen	(Staldal	et	al.,	2012)	and	
other	 effects	 in	 the	 gynoecium,	 STY1	 also	 has	 an	 effect	 on	 the	 size	 and	 shape	of	 leaves.	
Overexpression	of	STY1	 under	 the	35S	promoter	generates	plants	with	 smaller,	narrower	
epinastic	 leaves	 compared	 to	 wild	 type,	 lacking	 in	 serrations.	 Supporting	 this,	 sty1sty2	
mutant	 leaves	have	 increased	serration,	 though	maintain	approximately	 the	same	overall	
leaf	area	as	wild	type	(Kuusk	et	al.,	2002),	indicating	a	role	for	STY1	in	the	inhibition	of	leaf	
blade	width,	 as	well	 as	 for	STY1	 and	STY2	 in	 the	 control	of	 serrations,	perhaps	 via	 genes	
controlling	the	leaf	boundary	or	auxin	homeostasis.		
STY1	 is	 potentially	 of	 interest	 despite	 not	 being	 identified	 in	 the	 yeast-2-hybrid	 screen	
because	of	its	activity	as	a	transcriptional	activator	of	genes	involved	in	auxin	biosynthesis,	a	
hormone	known	for	its	role	in	regulating	cell	proliferation	and	growth	(Sohlberg	et	al.,	2006;	
Perrot-Rechenmann,	 2010).	 In	 particular,	 STY1	 is	 known	 to	 upregulate	 YUCCA4	 (YUC4)	
(Sohlberg	 et	 al.,	 2006).	 YUC4	 is	 a	 member	 of	 the	 YUCCA	 family,	 a	 family	 of	 flavin	
monooxygenases	 that	 show	 overlapping	 functions	 in	 the	 control	 of	 auxin	 biosynthesis.	
Mutations	 in	 multiple	 YUCCA	 family	 genes	 result	 in	 smaller	 leaves	 and	 rosettes	 and	
decreased	 overall	 plant	 height,	 as	 well	 as	 defects	 in	 floral	 development	 and	 the	
differentiation	 of	 vascular	 tissue.	 These	 mutant	 phenotypes	 can	 be	 complemented	 by	 a	
61	
	
bacterial	 auxin	 biosynthesis	 gene,	 highlighting	 the	 role	 of	 the	 YUCCA	 family	 in	 auxin	
biosynthesis	and	hence	organ	development	(Cheng	et	al.,	2006).	In	addition	to	this,	STY1	is	
involved	 in	 the	 control	 of	 auxin	 transport,	 as	 the	 effects	 of	 altered	 auxin	 transport	 or	
signalling	are	enhanced	in	the	sty1-1	mutant	(Sohlberg	et	al.,	2006).		
A	 binding	 site	 for	 the	 STY1	 transcriptional	 activator	 has	 been	 identified	 in	 the	 promoter	
region	of	YUC4	and	a	second	member	of	the	YUCCA	family,	YUC8.	The	consensus	sequence	












C-X2-C-X7-C-X-H-X2-C-X2-C-X7-C-X2-H,	 which	 is	 found	 in	 the	 N-terminus	 of	 all	 SHI	 family	












could	 bind	 in	 the	 promoter	 region	 of	DA1,	 increasing	DA1	 expression	 and	 resulting	 in	 a	
negative	feedback	loop,	if	it	was	able	to	cleave	STY1	or	STY2.	This	would	reduce	the	inhibiting	
effect	 of	 STY1	 on	 the	 growth	 of	 the	 leaf	 lamina,	 a	 phenotype	 that	 would	 support	 my	





MEE14	 was	 initially	 identified	 as	 part	 of	 a	 screen	 for	 mutants	 defective	 in	 female	
gametophyte	development	and	function.	In	the	mee14	mutant,	in	addition	to	the	arrest	of	
embryogenesis,	 the	 development	 of	 the	 endosperm	 was	 also	 aborted	 (Pagnussat	 et	 al.,	
2005).	In	a	subsequent	study,	MEE14	was	renamed	CCG	BINDING	PROTEIN1	(CBP1),	and	a	
role	identified	for	it	in	the	control	of	pollen	tube	guidance.	MEE14/CBP1	was	found	to	either	
fulfil	 the	 role	 of	 the	 Mediator	 subunit	 or	 another	 regulator	 of	 transcription	 initiation.	
Although	to	date	the	effects	of	MEE14/CBP1	expression	has	primarily	been	studied	in	the	
reproductive	organs,	 it	 is	 also	expressed	 in	 the	 seedling,	 leaf,	 and	 inflorescence	 (Li	 et	al.,	
2015),	and	this	expression	pattern	is	widely	overlapping	with	that	of	DA1.	A	leaf	phenotype	















as	 receptors	 for	 external	 signals,	 such	 as	 phytohormones	 (Dai	 et	 al.,	 2013),	 as	well	 as	 in	
disease	resistance,	where	pattern-recognition	receptors	(PRRs)	detect	pathogen-associated	





Many	 roles	 for	 RLKs	 in	 plant	 organ	 growth	 have	 already	 been	 identified.	 Their	 functions	
include,	among	others,	the	brassinosteroid	signalling	pathway,	meristem	development,	cell	
wall	signalling	(including	cell	elongation	and	expansion),	and	inflorescence	development	(Dai	




directly	 bind	 to	 brassinolide	 (Kinoshita	 et	 al.,	 2005).	 When	 brassinolide	 binds	 to	 the	
extracellular	domain,	BRI1	is	autophosphorylated		(Wang	et	al.,	2001).	This	alone	is	sufficient	
for	 BRI1	 to	 transphosphorylate	 downstream	 substrates	 when	 BRI1	 is	 in	 a	 homodimer	
complex,	and	generate	a	basal	level	of	brassinosteroid	signalling.	However,	when	BRI1	forms	





Sequence	 analysis	 of	 TMK1	 reveals	 structural	 features	 suggesting	 a	 receptor-like	 kinase	
function,	 for	 example	 the	 LRR	 domain,	 the	 transmembrane	 domain	 and	 the	 intracellular	
protein	 kinase	 domain	 (Chang	 et	 al.,	 1992).	 Four	 members	 of	 the	 TMK	 family	 have	
subsequently	been	identified,	although	high	functional	redundancy	within	the	group	means	
that	double	or	 triple	mutants	 are	 required	 for	 strong	developmental	 abnormalities	 to	be	
observed.	 The	 tmk1tmk4	 double	 knockout	 mutant	 exhibits	 strongly	 reduced	 organ	 size,	
slower	 growth,	 a	 delay	 in	 development	 and	 reduced	 fertility	 (Dai	 et	 al.,	 2013).	 These	
phenotypes	 are	 further	 enhanced	 in	 the	 tmk1tmk3tmk4	 triple	 mutant,	 and	 in	 the	
tmk1tmk2tmk3tmk4	quadruple	mutant	 there	 is	an	additional	 complete	 loss	of	 fertility.	 In	
leaves,	 the	 reduction	 in	 organ	 size	 is	 primarily	 as	 a	 result	 of	 decreased	 cell	 number:	 the	
tmk1tmk4	double	mutant	has	90%	smaller	leaves	than	wild	type,	but	only	a	15%	reduction	

























abp1-5	 is	 able	 to	 enhance	 the	 aforementioned	 cotyledon	 defects	 in	 the	 quadruple	 tmk	
mutant	(Xu	et	al.,	2014).	TMK1	is	known	to	localise	at	the	cell	membrane	(Dai	et	al.,	2013),	
and	quadruple	TMK	mutations	have	similar	phenotypes	to	those	exhibited	by	mutations	of	






or	 the	auxin	 response	 (Gao	et	al.,	2015).	 In	addition,	a	subsequent	study	by	Enders	et	al.	
found	that	the	weak	abp1-5	mutant	most	commonly	used	in	ABP1	studies	also	contains	a	
null	 mutation	 in	 PHYTOCHOME	 B	 (PHYB)	 and	 significant	 portions	 of	 the	 Wassilewskija	
ecotype	genome,	despite	being	in	a	Columbia	background.	Together,	these	findings	go	some	






doubt	 over	 the	 links	 drawn	 between	 the	 auxin	 response	 phenotypes	 observed	 in	 tmk	
mutants	and	in	abp1	mutants	in	the	Dai	et	al.	paper,	and	suggest	that	TMK	family	members	




as	BAK1-ASSOCIATING	RECEPTOR-LIKE	KINASE1	 (BARK1),	 and	 found	 to	bind	 specifically	 to	
BRI1-ASSOCIATED	RECEPTOR	KINASE1	(BAK1),	a	 leucine-rich	repeat	receptor	kinase	which	
forms	half	of	the	brassinosteroid	receptor	heterodimer,	by	binding	to	BRASSINOSTEROID1	
(BRI1)	 (Belkhadir	and	Chory,	2006;	Kim	et	al.,	2013).	Evidence	suggests	 that	 the	effect	on	
BARK1	expression	by	brassinosteroid	signalling	depends	on	the	intensity	of	the	signal,	with	


















site	 by	 testing	 new	 potential	 substrates	 containing	 the	 predicted	 consensus	 sequence	
predicted	to	be	cleaved	by	DA1,	and	by	identifying	the	cleavage	site	in	two	known	substrates	
of	 DA1,	 TCP15	 and	 TCP22.	 Dr	 Gu	 searched	 within	 the	 amino	 acid	 sequences	 of	 known	
cleavage	substrates	for	DA1	for	the	NAYK	known	cleavage	site	in	BB,	but	it	was	not	found	in	
any	 other	 known	 targets.	 However,	 NA	 sequences	 were	 found	 in	 all,	 with	 a	 number	 of	
intermediate	amino	acids	and	either	 lysine,	as	 in	BB,	or	arginine,	which	 is	a	similar	amino	
acid:	both	are	strongly	positively	charged.	These	sequences	have	not	been	confirmed	as	the	
peptidase	cleavage	sites,	however.	
As	 the	cleavage	 site	 for	BB	has	been	previously	 identified	 (as	described	 in	Chapter	1	and	













Substrate	 P1	 P2	 P1’	 P2’	 P3’	 P4’	 Substrate	cleaved?	
BB	 N	 A	 -	 -	 Y	 K	 Yes	
-61BB	 -	 -	 -	 M	 Y	 K	 No	
BB	AY-GG	 N	 G	 -	 -	 G	 K	 No	
BB	ΔNAYK	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 No	
TCP4_1-1	 N	 A	 -	 K	 P	 R	 Yes	
TCP4_1-2	 N	 A	 -	 -	 -	 K	 Yes	
UBP15	 N	 A	 -	 -	 D	 R	 Yes	
TCP15	 N	 A	 -	 A	 Y	 R	 Yes	
TCP22	 N	 A	 -	 S	 L	 R	 Yes	
DA2	 N	 A	 S	 V	 V	 R	 Yes	
Putative	consensus	sequence	 NH3+	 Me	 	 	 	 NH3+	 	
Table	2.2	List	of	DA1	substrates	and	putative	cleavage	sites	






acids	 rather	 than	 one	 in	 particular.	 Many	 of	 the	 listed	 peptidases	 have	 such	 a	 loose	 or	
unknown	cleavage	site,	despite	identified	substrates	of	over	1000	in	some	cases,	that	they	
can	 only	 be	 described	 as	 having	 negative	 specificity	 for	 some	 amino	 acids	 at	 particular	
binding	pockets	(Rawlings,	2016).	A	proteomics	approach	taken	to	identify	cleavage	sites	of	
the	 caspase	 enzyme	 found	 that	 the	 sites	 identified	 were	 more	 diverse	 than	 expected	
(Enoksson	 et	 al.,	 2007).	 Because	 of	 this,	 it	 could	 be	 important	 to	 expect	 only	 a	 loose	
consensus	 between	 DA1	 peptidase	 cleavage	 sites	 in	 different	 substrates,	 and	 this	 was	
reflected	in	the	breadth	of	potential	substrates	that	were	identified	among	the	TCP	family.	
The	amino	acid	sequences	of	both	class	I	and	class	II	TCP	genes	were	searched	for	potential	
variants	of	 the	putative	 target	 site	described	above.	 In	addition	 to	 the	expected	putative	
cleavage	sites	in	TCP4,	TCP15	and	TCP22,	further	sites	were	identified	within	the	class	I	family	






















CU2	 by	 directly	 activating	 miR164,	 which	 targets	 CUC1	 and	 CUC2	 (Koyama	 et	 al.,	 2007;	
Koyama	et	al.,	2010).	






Martínez-Fernández	 et	 al.,	 2014).	 This,	 and	 other	 known	 interactions	 with	 downstream	











several	 other	 TCP	 family	 mutants,	 the	 tcp8-1	 single	 knockout	 exhibits	 a	 phenotype	
indistinguishable	from	the	wild	type.	In	conjunction	with	tcp15-1,	tcp22-1	and	tcp23-1,	the	
quadruple	 mutant	 has	 larger	 leaves	 than	 wild	 type,	 particularly	 in	 length.	 The	 pentuple	
mutant	with	the	addition	of	tcp21-1	shows	an	additional	increase	in	leaf	blade	area	(Aguilar-
Martinez	 and	 Sinha,	 2013).	 TCP8	 is	 therefore	 an	 interesting	 candidate	 to	 test	 for	 DA1	










Using	 site-directed	mutagenesis,	 the	 putative	 cleavage	 site	 according	 to	 Dr	 Benguo	 Gu’s	
prediction	was	 deleted	 from	both	 TCP15	 and	 TCP22.	 If	 the	mutated	 forms	 of	 TCP15	 and	
TCP22	are	still	cleaved	by	DA1,	this	means	that	DA1	does	not	act	at	the	predicted	site.	 In	












while	the	TCP22	protein	 is	39.61kDa.	 If	TCP15	 is	cleaved	at	the	NAAYR	predicted	site,	the	
cleavage	product	with	an	N-terminal	FLAG	tag	would	be	30.68kDa	but	on	a	Western	blot	this	
























































Component	 Volume	for	20µl	reaction	(µl)	 Temperature	(°C)	 Time	(seconds)	
Nuclease-free	water	 11.8	 98	 30	
5X	Phusion	GC	buffer	 4	 98	 10	
10mM	dNTPs	 0.4	 ~60	 30	
10µM	forward	primer	 1	 72	 30	per	kb	
10µM	reverse	primer	 1	 30x	repeat	of	steps	2-4	










Component	 Volume	for	30µl	reaction	(µl)	 Temperature	(°C)	 Time	(seconds)	
Nuclease-free	water	 12	 95	 300	
Taq	Master	Mix	 15	 95	 30	
DMSO		 1	 ~50	 30	















Scientific.	 Cat.	 No.	 11791019),	 according	 to	 the	 supplied	 protocol.	 I	 was	 assisted	 in	 the	
cloning	of	STY2	by	Neil	McKenzie.	
2.2.5.3 GeneArt	






for	 protoplast	 transformation	 for	 all	 genes	 cloned	 by	 the	 In-Fusion	method.	 One	 ShotTM	
TOP10	Chemically	Competent	E.	coli	cells	(ThermoFisher	Scientific.	Cat.	No.	C404010)	were	











then	 spread	 on	 LB	 (Lysogeny	 Broth	medium:	 10%	w/v	 tryptone	 (Sigma-Aldrich.	 Cat.	 No.	
T7293),	5%	w/v	yeast	extract	(Sigma-Aldrich.	Cat.	No.	Y1625,	10%	w/v	NaCl	(Sigma-Aldrich.	
Cat.	 No.	 433209),	 15%	w/v	 agar	 (Sigma-Aldrich.	 Cat.	 No.	 A1296),	 adjusted	 to	 pH7.5	with	
NaOH)	 selection	 plates	 with	 the	 appropriate	 antibiotic	 (kanamycin	 50µg.ml-1,	 ampicillin	
100µg.ml-1	 or	 spectinomycin	 50µg.ml-1,	 all	 from	 Sigma-Aldrich),	 and	 incubated	 for	 12-16	
hours	at	37°C.	
2.2.7 Sequencing	














the	 lower	 epidermis.	 The	MagicTM	 tape	was	 removed,	 exposing	 the	mesophyll	 cells.	 The	
SellotapeTM	 with	 the	 adhering	 leaves	 was	 cut	 into	 short	 strips,	 placed	 in	 a	 petri	 dish	















10µg	 of	 each	 plasmid	 to	 be	 transformed	 in	 a	 total	 20µl	 solution	 was	 added	 to	 a	 2ml	
microcentrifuge	tube.	Using	a	cut-off	pipette	tip,	200µl	of	protoplasts	suspended	 in	MMg	
was	 added	 to	 each	 tube,	 then	 220µl	 of	 PEG/Ca	 solution	 (4g	 PEG	 (Sigma-Aldrich.	 Cat.	 No	













(Melford.	 Cat.	 No.	 U1363),	 1%	 NP40	 (CalBiotech.	 Cat.	 No.	 492015),	 1mM	 PMSF	 (Sigma-
Aldrich.	 Cat.	 No.	 PMSF-RO	 ROCHE)	 and	 vortexed	 for	 10	 seconds.	 The	 solution	 was	 then	
centrifuged	for	five	minutes	at	14,000xg	at	4°C,	and	the	supernatant	recovered.	
2.2.9 Western	blotting	
Samples	were	boiled	with	4x	 Laemmli	 Sample	Buffer	 (Bio-Rad.	Cat.	No.	1610747)	 for	 five	








Cat.	No.	 03010040001-ROCHE)	between	 two	pieces	of	 filter	 paper	 and	 two	 sponges.	 The	
transfer	took	place	in	the	cold-room,	in	1x	transfer	buffer	(1.44%	(w/v)	glycine	(Melford.	Cat.	










shaking.	 Chemiluminescent	 substrate	 (SuperSignalTM	 West	 Femto	 Maximum	 Sensitivity	












pw1266	 Binary	vector	 FLAG	tag	 Dr	Phil	Wigge,	SLCU	














































DA1-mediated	 cleavage.	 The	 protoplast	 system	was	 used	 rather	 than	 an	 in	 vitro	 system	





contrast,	 transient	 expression	 in	 N.	 benthamiana	 can	 take	 4	 days	 or	 more,	 including	
Agrobacterium	tumefaciens	growth	(Shamloul	et	al.,	2014).	
All	 protoplast	 experiments	 were	 carried	 out	 using	 mesophyll	 protoplasts	 isolated	 from	
da1dar1	 knockout	 plants.	 This	 provides	 a	 much	 cleaner	 system	 within	 which	 to	 work,	




























the	 identification	of	a	predicted	cleavage	 site	 for	DA1	 led	 to	 the	decision	 to	not	 test	any	
further	substrates	from	this	pool	at	this	time.	
Figure	2.5	STY1,	STY2,	TMK4,	TMK1	and	MEE14	are	not	cleaved	by	DA1	
Protoplast	assay	 for	DA1-mediated	cleavage	of	STY1	 (A),	STY2	 (B),	TMK4	 (C),	
TMK1	 (D).	 MEE14	 (E)	 and	 BB	 (F).	 FLAG-STY1,	 FLAG-STY2,	 FLAG-TMK4	 FLAG-
































There	 appear	 to	 be	 two	 cleavage	 bands	 for	 FLAG-TCP15	 (Figure	 2.7A),	 with	 the	 band	 of	
slightly	lower	molecular	weight	being	stronger.	This	was	also	observed	in	Dong	et	al.	2017.	
























producing	a	~25kDA	N-terminal	 fragment.	 In	 this	section,	 this	 result	was	replicated	and	a	
predicted	cleavage	site	based	on	the	molecular	weight	of	the	cleavage	fragment	was	tested.	





























The	 interactors	 identified	 in	 the	yeast-2-hybrid	screen	that	 I	 tested	were	 found	not	 to	be	











than	 as	 a	 target	 substrate	 for	 cleavage.	 For	 example,	 they	 may	 be	 upstream	 acting	 as	
regulators	of	DA1	protein	activity,	perhaps	binding	to	DA1	protein	to	promote	or	inhibit	its	
peptidase	 activity,	 or	 affect	 the	 specificity	 of	 the	 peptidase.	 These	 factors	 could	 present	
possible	explanations	as	to	why	these	proteins	may	have	shown	a	physical	interaction	with	
DA1	but	do	not	appear	to	be	cleaved	by	DA1	in	a	protoplast	cleavage	assay.	



























new	N-termini	 in	proteins	where	cleavage	had	occurred,	 in	comparison	 to	 the	original	N-













translation	 between	 migration	 on	 an	 SDS	 gel	 and	 true	 molecular	 weight,	 it	 can	 also	 be	






cleavage	 of	 a	 large	 amount	 of	 the	 substrate	 protein,	 and	 subsequent	 purification	 of	 the	

















of	 cleavage	 products.	 Other	 advantages	 of	 mass	 spectrometry	 analysis	 over	 Edman	
sequencing	 include	 the	 ability	 to	 perform	quantitative	 analysis	 on	 cleavage	 products,	 for	




With	 these	experiments,	 I	 have	made	progress	 in	 identifying	 cleavage	 sites	 in	TCP15	and	
TCP22,	by	showing	that	the	approach	based	on	predicting	peptidase	cleavage	sites	may	not	
be	 productive.	 Although	 some	 of	 the	 preliminary	 data	 surrounding	 targeted	 deletions	 in	







mutations	 at	 the	 known	 cleavage	 site)	 for	 genetic	 analyses	 of	 the	 role	 of	 DA1	mediated	
substrate	cleavage.	
The	 biological	 function	 of	 DA1	 and	 DA1-mediated	 cleavage	 remains	 unknown.	 DA1	 is	 a	
negative	 regulator	 of	 growth,	 with	 the	 da1-1	 negative	 interfering	 allele	 exhibiting	 an	
enlarged	final	organ	size	compared	to	wild	type	(Li	et	al.,	2008).	Based	on	the	DA1	phenotype	
of	 reduced	 organ	 growth,	 if	 the	 function	 of	 DA1	 cleavage	 is	 only	 to	 render	 substrates	
unstable	and	target	them	for	degradation,	then	it	would	be	expected	that	DA1	would	only	
cleave	 substrates	 that	 are	positive	 regulators	of	 organ	growth,	 such	as	UBP15	 (Liu	 et	 al.,	
2008),	 inhibiting	 their	 growth-promoting	 activity.	However,	DA1	 is	 known	 to	 cleave	 both	
growth	 promoters	 and	 growth	 inhibitors,	 including	members	 of	 both	 classes	 of	 the	 TCP	
family	which	act	 antagonistically	 to	 finely	 control	 organ	 size	 (Aguilar-Martinez	 and	Sinha,	








assemble	 into	 mitochondrial	 ribosomes.	 Proteolytic	 processing	 can	 also	 be	 required	 for	
signalling,	 for	 example	 signal	 transducer	 and	 activator	 of	 transcription	 (STAT)	 proteins	 in	
animals.	STAT	proteins	have	a	role	in	the	regulation	of	cell	proliferation,	and	are	therefore	of	
interest	in	cancer	research	(Hendry	and	John,	2004).	Cleavage	of	STAT	proteins	removes	their	
transactivation	 domain	 and	 changes	 their	 biological	 activity,	 as	 they	 become	 functionally	
dominant-negative	 signalling	 proteins.	 These	 alternative	 functions	 of	 protein	 cleavage	 in	































found	 differential	 regulation	 of	 genes	 involved	 in	 the	 ubiquitin-mediated	 degradation	
pathway	in	wheat	near	isogenic	lines	(NILs)	known	to	have	increased	grain	size	(Brinton	et	















mutations	 in	DA1,	BB	 and	DA2	 on	 seed	 size	 are	 largely	 reflected	 in	 the	 leaf	 phenotype,	
making	leaves	an	ideal	opportunity	to	study	the	effects	of	mutations	in	these	genes	of	organ	
growth	at	the	cellular	level.	In	addition,	in	some	food	crops	such	as	members	of	the	Brassica	
family,	 the	 vegetative	 tissues	 rather	 than	 the	 seeds	 are	 the	 parts	 of	 the	 plant	 that	 are	










2003).	 The	 developing	 primordia	 becomes	 an	 auxin	 sink,	 which	 in	 turn	 initiates	 auxin	
concentration	 heterogeneity	 within	 the	 shoot	 apical	 meristem,	 allowing	 the	 initiation	 of	
further	primordia	(Reinhardt	et	al.,	2003).		
The	first	phase	of	leaf	growth	is	driven	by	cell	proliferation.	The	number	of	cells	produced	
during	 this	 proliferative	 period	 is	 a	 critical	 determinant	 of	 final	 organ	 size	 (Czesnick	 and	
Lenhard,	2015).	The	arrest	of	cell	proliferation	is	thought	to	be	controlled	by	the	movement	
of	a	putative	arrest	front	from	the	tip	to	the	base	of	the	leaf	(Nath	et	al.,	2003).	Studies	have	

















meristemoid	 cells	 persists	 for	 longer	 than	 pavement	 cells,	 and	 is	 arrested	 in	 a	 further,	
90	
	
secondary	 wave	 of	 proliferation	 arrest	 (Czesnick	 and	 Lenhard,	 2015),	 when	 stomatal	
differentiation	is	completed.	
Overall	 final	 organ	 size	 therefore	 emerges	 from	 a	 combination	 of	 the	 extent	 of	 cell	
proliferation	and	the	final	sizes	of	cells.	A	central	question	in	the	study	of	growth	is	how	each	
of	these	cellular	activities	contribute	to	the	final	characteristic	sizes	of	determinate	organs.			














2017).	 The	peptidase	activity	of	DA1	 is	 explored	 in	more	detail	 in	Chapters	1	 and	2.	 This	
positions	DA1	as	a	possible	regulator	of	the	first	of	the	three	mechanisms	–	control	of	the	







seed	weight	 is	 also	 increased	by	approximately	16%.	Mutant	plants	 also	exhibit	 enlarged	





by	 Vanhaeren	 et	 al.,	 2017	 found	 that	 overexpression	 of	 the	 da1-1	 allele	 in	 17	 diverse	
accessions	 of	 Arabidopsis	 thaliana	 showed	 an	 increased	 leaf	 area,	 indicating	 that	 the	











et	 al.,	 2013).	 The	 allele	 increases	 TGW	by	 6.6%.	However,	 overall	wheat	 yields	were	 not	
significantly	 increased	 in	this	case.	This	observation	emphasises	the	need	to	consider	two	
































mutant	 leaves	 compared	 to	 wild	 type	 at	 nine	 days	 after	 germination.	 Furthermore,	 the	
mitotic	index,	or	the	proportion	of	cells	in	a	population	undergoing	mitosis,	in	da1-1	mutant	
petals	remained	higher	for	longer	(Li	et	al.,	2008).	Building	on	these	findings,	Vanhaeren	et	
al.,	 2017	 found	 that	 plants	 with	 the	 da1-1	 mutation	 (including	 da1-1bb-2	 plants)	 also	
exhibited	 an	 increased	 number	 of	 cells	 per	 leaf	 relative	 to	 wild	 type	 at	 7	 days	 after	
stratification	(Vanhaeren	et	al.,	2017).	
In	addition,	the	same	study	found	that	plants	over-expressing	DA1	under	the	constitutive	35S	
promoter	 exhibit	 reduced	 cell	 numbers	 in	 comparison	 to	 wild	 type	 in	 mature	 leaves	
(Vanhaeren	et	al.,	2017).	
These	observations	provide	evidence	for	a	role	for	DA1	in	limiting	cell	numbers	in	the	leaf,	at	
































type	petals,	 indicating	that	more	cells	 in	the	petal	are	proliferating	for	 longer,	resulting	 in	




the	 bb-2	 mutation	 alone	 (as	 opposed	 to	 in	 conjunction	 with	 da1-1)	 at	 7	 days	 after	
stratification.	 However,	 plants	 over-expressing	 BB	 under	 the	 constitutive	 35S	 promoter	
















not	 cause	a	 change	 in	 root	mature	 cell	 length	 (Cattaneo	and	Hardtke,	2017).	Conversely,	





















Although	 no	 direct	 studies	 were	 made	 on	 the	 presence	 or	 absence	 of	 a	 compensation	
mechanism,	as	described	in	Chapter	1,	the	lack	of	a	significant	reduction	in	cell	size	in	da1-1	
mutants	 suggests	 that	 there	 is	 no	 compensation	 mechanism	 involved	 in	 the	 da1-1	
phenotype.	 The	 evidence	 surrounding	 a	 compensation	mechanism	 in	BB	 mutants	 is	 less	
95	
	
clear,	 with	 conflicting	 observations	 -	 although	 these	 observations	 have	 been	 made	 in	
different	organs	of	the	plant,	and	there	may	be	a	tissue-specific	aspect	to	BB	activity.		
3.1.4 Advances	in	plant	phenotyping	
This	 thesis	 is	one	of	 the	first	studies	to	segment	and	computationally	analyse	all	 the	cells	
within	a	 leaf.	Whole-organ	cellular	analyses	have	previously	been	carried	out	 in	 roots	 (Di	
Mambro	et	al.,	2017),	however	to	date	most	studies	in	leaves	have	been	limited	to	a	small	
area	of	cells	within	the	leaf,	such	as	in	Vanhaeren	et	al.	2017.	In	contrast,	Andriankaja	et	al.	
2012	measured	 a	 significant	 proportion	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 leaf	 blade	 of	 a	wild	 type	 plant	 by	
segmenting	by	hand	and	analysing.	In	this	thesis,	we	have	been	able	to	quantitatively	extend	












area	 in	 the	 tip	of	 the	developing	 leaf,	 for	example,	 to	either	a	 true	effect	 for	 the	gene	 in	












Quantification	of	 the	 plant	 rosette	 of	 leaves	 can	bring	 new	 insights	 into	 aspects	 of	 plant	
growth	and	development	such	as	phyllotaxy,	petiole	length	and	rosette	area.	Examples	of	











software	 to	 analyse	 leaf	 length,	 width	 and	 area.	 This	 is	 because	 many	 of	 the	 software	
packages	 above	 are	 designed	 for	 use	 with	 flat	 leaves,	 which	 would	 be	 characteristic	 of	
Arabidopsis	plants	grown	on	soil,	as	seen	in	Figure	3.1.		




which	 would	 not	 be	 possible	 using	 automated	 measurement.	 The	 plants	 in	 these	
experiments	 were	 grown	 on	 media,	 rather	 than	 on	 soil,	 in	 order	 to	 ensure	 consistency	
between	the	chapters	of	this	thesis	-	in	Chapter	4,	where	live	cell	imaging	was	used,	growing	
plants	on	media	was	necessary	to	maintain	sterile	conditions.	As	a	result	of	these	growth	



























shapes,	 for	 example	 the	 cuboid	 cells	 found	 in	 root	 cell	 files	or	 in	 embryos.	 PaCeQuant	 is	





































layer	 reduces	 the	 confounding	 effects	 of	 sub-epidermal	 fluorescence	 and	makes	 images	
easier	to	segment.		
This	plasmid	was	used	 to	 transform	Agrobacterium	tumefaciens	 (GV3101).	2µl	of	plasmid	
DNA	 was	 mixed	 with	 50µl	 of	 cells	 thawed	 on	 ice,	 and	 carefully	 pipetted	 into	 a	 chilled	
electroporation	cuvette	(Bio-Rad.	Cat.	No.	165-2089),	avoiding	the	formation	of	bubbles.	This	




LB	agar	plates	with	 the	appropriate	antibiotics	 (rifampicin	25µg.ml-1,	 gentamycin	5µg.ml-1	





1998).	 Agrobacterium	 tumefaciens	 cells	 transformed	 with	 the	 appropriate	 plasmid	 were	
incubated	 in	 500ml	 LB	 solution	 with	 the	 appropriate	 antibiotics	 (rifampicin	 25µg.ml-1,	




























as	 described	 above.	 For	 each	 genotype,	 2-5	 independent	 single	 copy,	 homozygous	







































































The	 fluorescent	 images	 generated	 in	 this	 Chapter	 were	 analysed	 using	 the	 Leaf	 Analysis	




and	 the	 flattening	 effect	 of	 a	 Gaussian	 projection	meant	 that	 we	were	 able	 to	 segment	
flattened	 leaf	 images	 in	 2D	 and	 extract	 specific	 parameters	 that	 were	 required	 for	
subsequent	analyses.	The	Leaf	Analysis	Toolkit	software	used	here	is	available	by	contacting	
Dr	Ross	Carter,	and	is	stored	at	www.github.com/rosscarter3/leaf_analysis_toolkit,	commit	











































































To	 further	 elucidate	 the	whole	 organ	 phenotype	 of	da1-1,	bb,	 and	da1-1bb,	 Arabidopsis	


















Width	 and	 length	 measurements	 were	 made	
along	 the	 longest	 axes	 of	 the	 leaf,	 excluding	
petiole	 (red	 arrows).	 Length	 measurements	
were	made	from	the	tip	of	the	leaf	to	the	petiole	
boundary,	 along	 the	 midvein.	 Width	
measurements	were	made	at	a	90°	angle	from	
the	midvein,	at	the	widest	part	of	the	leaf.	Area	










the	 final	 width	 measurements,	 the	 da1-1bb	 double	 mutant	 also	 showed	 a	 synergistic	
increase	 in	 final	 length,	at	130%	of	wild	 type.	The	bb	mutant	did	not	exhibit	a	 significant	
increase	in	final	length	relative	to	wild	type,	but	both	da1-1	and	da1-1bb	showed	a	strongly	
significant	increase	(Figure	3.5).	

















and	 not	 merely	 an	 artefact	 of	 early	 exponential	 growth	 rates	 exaggerating	 pre-existing	





































A	 tm	 k	 A	 tm	 k	 A	 tm	 k	
wild	type	 5.0	 290	 0.025	 4.7	 315	 0.018	 18.1	 365	 0.030	
da1-1	 6.2	 330	 0.018	 5.3	 340	 0.015	 25.3	 380	 0.025	
bb	 5.5	 310	 0.019	 4.9	 310	 0.017	 21.2	 360	 0.027	




















wild	type	 17	 20	 20	
da1-1	 21	 23	 21	
bb	 20	 20	 20	














Width	 Length	 Area	 Width	 Length	 Area	 Width	 Length	 Area	
5	 *	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
7	 ns	 *	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
9	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
11	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 ns	 *	
13	 *	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
15	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 ns	 *	
17	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	
19	 *	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
21	 *	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 ns	 *	
23	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
25	 *	 ns	 *	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
27	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
29	 *	 *	 *	 *	 ns	 *	 *	 *	 *	
31	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
33	 *	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
35	 *	 *	 *	 ns	 ns	 ns	 *	 *	 *	
37	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 ns	 *	 *	 *	














mutant	 exhibited	 any	 non-significant	 differences	 at	 any	 time-point.	 It	 was	 also	 the	 least	
frequently	significant	parameter	for	da1-1	mutants,	and	in	bb	mutants	it	was	the	joint	least	
frequently	significant	parameter,	with	leaf	area.	This	is	to	be	expected,	as	the	increase	in	leaf	




























da1-1,	 bb,	 and	 da1-1bb	 plants	 from	 five	 to	 39	 days	 after	














growth	relative	to	da1-1	 (p	<0.0001)	and	bb	 (p	=	0.0003),	while	da1-1	and	bb	 showed	no	
significant	 difference	 in	 rate	 of	 increase	 in	 width,	 relative	 to	 each	 other	 (p	 =	 0.6327).	
Comparing	the	rate	of	increase	in	length	showed	that	while	da1-1	and	bb	did	not	separately	





































Figure	 3.10	 Exclusion	 of	 leaf	 margin	 and	 midvein	 cells	 from	
segmentation	
Red	outlines	show	three	cells	each	in	the	leaf	margin	and	midvein,	in	















1,	bb,	 and	da1-1bb	 leaves	 had	more	 cells	 than	wild	 type	 leaves.	 These	 differences	were	
statistically	significant	(according	to	Student’s	t-test)	at	all	time-points	for	all	three	mutants,	
















that	da1-1	 (p	=	0.0007),	bb	 (p	<	0.0001),	and	da1-1bb	 (p	<	0.0001)	all	had	a	faster	rate	of	








Total	 cell	 number	 of	 wild	 type	pAR169,	da1-1	 pAR169,	bb	 pAR169,	 and	da1-1bb	pAR169	





















from	7	 to	11	days	after	 stratification.	Standard	 error	 shown	 (n=3).	Total	 cells	analysed	 >	







of	 the	smallest	and	 largest	cells,	 in	each	genotype	and	at	each	timepoint.	At	7	days	after	
stratification,	 da1-1bb	 exhibited	 the	 shallowest	 slope,	 indicating	 the	 most	 uniform	
distribution	of	cell	areas	along	the	length	of	the	leaf.	The	slope	of	da1-1bb	was	significantly	
less	steep	than	all	three	of	wild	type	(p	=	0.0160),	da1-1	(p=0.0244),	and	bb	(p	=	0.0005).	The	





tip	to	the	base	of	 the	 leaf	 than	at	 the	previous	timepoint,	7	days	after	stratification	(wild	
type:	p	=	0.0052,	da1-1:	p	=	0.0029,	bb:	p	=	0.0029,	da1-1bb:	p	=	0.0001).	Within	the	8	days	












days	 after	 stratification	 timepoint	 was	 found	 in	 wild	 type	 plants,	 although	 this	 was	 not	
significantly	different	to	any	other	genotype.	The	shallowest	gradient	was	found	in	da1-1bb	
leaves,	 which	 was	 significantly	 less	 steep	 than	 bb	 (p	 =	 0.00163)	 but	 no	 other	 genotype.	
Finally,	at	11	days	after	stratification	none	of	the	four	genotypes	exhibited	a	difference	in	the	









heatmap	 represents	 three	 pooled	 independent	 samples.	 Data	 within	 three	 standard	







60	microns	 squared.	This	data	gives	a	more	detailed	 insight	 into	 the	 structure	of	 the	 cell	
population	than	Figure	3.12,	and	how	that	varies	between	genotypes	and	over	time.		
At	all	timepoints,	and	for	all	genotypes,	the	greatest	proportion	of	cells	are	found	in	the	30-
90µm2	 range.	 However,	 this	 proportion	 falls	 from	 60-70%	 of	 all	 cells	 at	 7	 days	 after	
stratification,	to	under	30%	of	all	cells	at	11	days	after	stratification.	This	is	as	a	result	of	the	
flattening	 and	widening	 of	 the	 frequency	 distribution	 of	 cell	 areas	 over	 time	 due	 to	 the	
appearance	of	more	large	cells	at	later	timepoints.	The	frequency	distributions	for	wild	type	
showed	 that	 the	proportion	of	 smaller	 cells	 dropped	quickly,	 from	60.2%	at	 7	 days	 after	
stratification,	to	56.2%	at	9	days	after	stratification	and	28.8%	at	11	days	after	stratification.	
Over	 the	 same	 time	 period,	 the	 right-hand	 tail	 of	 the	 wild	 type	 distribution	 extended	
significantly	from	210-270µm2	at	7	days	after	stratification,	to	870-930µm2	at	11	days.	










The	 strongest	 difference	 in	 the	 shape	 of	 the	 frequency	 distribution	 from	 wild	 type	 was	


















width	 =	 60.	 Each	 histogram	 represents	 three	 pooled	 independent	 samples	 per	













differences	 in	 cell	 densities	 decreased	 over	 time,	 the	 percentage	 differences	 remained	
approximately	the	same.	At	11	days	after	stratification,	the	mean	cell	density	of	the	da1-1bb	
mutant	was	approximately	equal	to	that	of	wild	type,	although	the	da1-1	mutant	maintained	
a	 significantly	 increased	 cell	 density,	 at	 31.1%	 increased.	 By	 contrast,	 the	 bb	 mutant	
Figure	3.15	Mean	cell	density	of	wild	type,	da1-1,	bb,	and	da1-1bb	leaves	
Mean	 cell	 density	 of	 wild	 type	pAR169,	da1-1	 pAR169,	bb	 pAR169,	 and	da1-1bb	 pAR169	
leaves	from	7	to	11	days	after	stratification.	Standard	error	shown	(n=3).	Total	cells	analysed	






exhibited	 no	 statistically	 significant	 difference	 in	 mean	 cell	 density	 relative	 to	 wild	 type	
throughout	the	5	days	sampled.	There	were	no	significant	differences	between	the	rates	of	
decrease	in	mean	cell	density	of	any	of	the	four	genotypes.	
























densities	 along	 the	 leaf	 between	 any	 of	 the	 other	 three	 genotypes	 at	 7	 days	 after	
stratification.	






steepest	 gradient,	 although	 no	 significant	 difference	 in	 gradient	 of	 slope	 was	 observed	
between	it	and	da1-1	or	bb.	
At	 9	 days	 after	 stratification,	 the	 steepness	 of	 the	 slope	 of	 da1-1bb	 was	 significantly	
increased	relative	to	8	days	after	stratification	(p	=	0.0482),	although	there	was	no	significant	
change	 in	slope	 for	wild	 type,	da1-1	and	bb.	 In	addition	to	this,	 there	were	no	significant	
differences	 in	 slope	 between	 any	 of	 the	 four	 genotypes	 at	 9	 days	 after	 stratification,	
indicating	that	the	distributions	of	relative	cell	density	were	largely	similar.	
There	was	no	significant	change	in	the	gradient	of	slope	of	any	genotype	between	9	and	10	
days	 after	 stratification,	 nor	 was	 there	 any	 significant	 difference	 between	 any	 of	 the	
genotypes	 within	 the	 10	 days	 after	 stratification	 timepoint.	 Finally,	 at	 11	 days	 after	
stratification,	there	was	a	reduction	in	the	gradient	of	the	slope	of	da1-1bb	relative	to	the	
slope	at	10	days	after	stratification	(p	=	0.0185),	but	none	of	the	other	genotypes.	There	was	





Figure	 3.17	 Relative	 cell	 density	 distributions	within	wild	 type,	da1-1,	bb,	 and	da1-1bb	
leaves	










genotypes	towards	 lower	relative	cell	densities,	and	this	 is	reflected	 in	Figure	3.18	by	the	
peak	of	the	frequency	distribution	shifting	to	the	left,	over	time.	In	addition	to	this,	at	early	
time	 points,	 the	 peaks	 of	 distributions	 were	 in	 general	 greater	 than	 at	 later	 timepoints,	
indicating	that	there	was	a	flattening	of	the	distribution	over	time	and	therefore	a	more	even	





similar	 distribution	 to	 wild	 type,	 throughout	 the	 5	 days	 sampled.	 At	 11	 days	 after	


























1	 pAR169,	 bb	 pAR169,	 and	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 leaves	 from	 7	 to	 11	 days	 after	








#$%&'()%$*+ = 	 4/0%1)21%$31*1%4	
Equation	3.2	Formula	for	calculating	cell	circularity	

















are	not	 as	 clear	 as	 those	 for	mean	 cell	 area	or	mean	 relative	 cell	 density.	 Cell	 circularity	
appears	to	rise	from	around	0.6	at	7	days	after	stratification	in	all	genotypes,	before	peaking	





















slopes	 from	 8	 to	 9	 days	 after	 stratification	 was	 significant.	 Within	 the	 9	 days	 after	
stratification	time-point,	da1-1	exhibited	a	steeper	slope	than	da1-1bb	(p	=	0.0434),	although	
there	were	no	other	significant	differences	in	slope	between	genotypes.	
There	was	 no	 significant	 change	 in	 slope	 for	 any	 genotype	 between	 9	 and	 10	 days	 after	
stratification,	nor	between	10	and	11	days	after	stratification.	In	addition	to	this,	at	neither	
10	nor	11	days	after	stratification	did	any	of	the	genotypes	show	any	significant	difference	














Figure	 3.21	 shows	 the	 frequency	 distribution	 of	 different	 cell	 circularity	 scores	 between	
genotypes	 and	 across	 the	 5-day	 sampling	 period.	 At	 7	 days	 after	 stratification,	 in	 all	


































Histograms	 of	 relative	 frequency	 of	 cell	 circularities	 in	 wild	 type	 pAR169,	da1-1	
pAR169,	 bb	 pAR169,	 and	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 leaves	 from	 7	 to	 11	 days	 after	
stratification.	Bin	width	=	0.1.	Each	histogram	represents	three	pooled	independent	







per	 genotype,	 at	 33	 days	 after	 stratification,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 3.22.	 Scanning	 electron	
microscopy	 was	 used	 in	 this	 experiment	 as	 it	 was	 not	 possible	 to	 image	 cells	 using	 the	
pAR169	 line	 used	 in	 Section	 3.3.2.	 This	 is	 because,	 as	 leaves	 age,	 the	 brightness	 of	 the	
fluorescent	reporter	line	is	reduced	and	it	was	not	possible	to	achieve	high	quality	images	
using	a	confocal	microscope.	
The	 area	 and	 perimeter	 of	 approximately	 20	 pavement	 cells	 per	 image	 was	 measured	
manually	(stomatal	guard	cells	were	excluded)	using	ImageJ,	and	the	circularity	of	the	cell	














































































The	 mean	 cell	 area	 of	 da1-1	 mutants	 was	 significantly	 decreased	 relative	 to	 da1-1bb	
mutants.	






















































































































































Area	 of	 epidermal	 pavement	 cells	 of	 wild	 type	 pAR169,	 da1-1	 pAR169,	 bb	
pAR169,	 and	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 mature	 leaves	 in	 the	 tip,	 middle	 and	 base	
positions	 of	 the	 leaf	 blade.	 The	 first	 leaf	 was	 sampled	 at	 33	 days	 after	
stratification.	 Black	 points	 indicate	means	of	 samples.	 Small	 letters	 indicate	







pAR169,	 and	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 mature	 leaves	 in	 the	 tip,	 middle	 and	 base	
positions	 of	 the	 leaf	 blade.	 The	 first	 leaf	 was	 sampled	 at	 33	 days	 after	
stratification.	 Black	 points	 indicate	 means	 of	 samples.	 Small	 letters	 indicate	







pAR169,	 and	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 mature	 leaves	 in	 the	 tip,	 middle	 and	 base	
positions	 of	 the	 leaf	 blade.	 The	 first	 leaf	 was	 sampled	 at	 33	 days	 after	
stratification.	 Black	 points	 indicate	 means	 of	 samples.	 Small	 letters	 indicate	
















2017),	but	data	presented	 in	 this	Chapter	show	that	 this	 increase	 in	 leaf	area	 is	primarily	
derived	from	an	increase	in	leaf	width.	While	both	leaf	width	and	leaf	length	were	increased	








this,	 data	 shown	 in	 Section	 3.3.1.1	 demonstrated	 a	 small	 but	 significant	 increase	 in	 final	
width,	length,	and	area	in	bb-2	mutants,	relative	to	wild	type.	One	possibility	to	explain	this	
discrepancy	in	observation	is	that	Disch	et	al.	used	a	leaf	other	than	the	first	or	second	leaves	















between	da1-1	 and	bb	 is	 present	 in	 the	da1-1bb	 double	mutant	 as	 early	 as	 9	 days	 after	
stratification,	and	is	maintained	throughout	growth	to	final	size.	At	very	early	stages,	before	





al.,	 2017),	 yet	 the	data	presented	 in	 this	 Chapter	 suggest	 that	 future	work	 could	 include	

























With	knowledge	of	 the	biochemical	 activity	of	DA1,	possible	mechanisms	 for	 this	 include	









cycle	 regulators	 directly,	 rather	 than	 genes	 that	may	 regulate	 the	 cell	 cycle	 (as	 was	 the	
approach	in	Chapter	2).	Potential	targets	to	be	tested	could	include	cyclins	and	CDKs	involved	
in	the	promotion	of	progression	through	the	cell	cycle.	The	same	set	of	targets	could	also	be	
assayed	 for	 ubiquitination	 by	 BB.	Using	 qPCR,	 it	 could	 be	 interesting	 to	 determine	 if	 the	
expression	of	these	genes	involved	in	the	control	of	the	cell	cycle	is	affected	in	the	da1-1,	bb,	















3.4.3 Increased	mature	 leaf	 size	 in	 da1-1,	 bb,	 and	 da1-1bb	 mutants	 is	 due	 to	
increased	cell	number,	not	cell	size	


















functional	 copy	 of	 BB	 promotes	 a	 smaller	 than	 wild	 type	 final	 cell	 size,	 which	 is	 not	
counteracted	by	DA1	and	therefore	results	in	a	smaller	final	cell	size.	
This	model	does	not	immediately	appear	to	conform	to	a	previous	observation	that	a	35S::BB	
overexpressor	 line	 exhibited	 significantly	 increased	 pavement	 cell	 area	 in	mature	 leaves,	
relative	to	wild	type	(Vanhaeren	et	al.,	2017),	suggesting	that	BB	could	promote	increased	















compensation	 mechanism,	 the	 theory	 that	 suggests	 that	 defects	 in	 cell	 proliferation	 in	





DA1	 by	 qPCR	 in	 mutants	 in	 which	 a	 compensatory	 effect	 has	 been	 observed,	 such	 as	
aintegumenta,	erecta,	or	struwwelpeter	(Hisanaga	et	al.,	2015)	could	provide	an	insight	into	
whether	DA1	 could	 be	 partially	 involved	 in	 the	 control	 of	 cell	 area	 in	 the	 compensation	
mechanism.	

























































points	 shows	 that	 the	da1-1	 and	da1-1bb	 cell	 area	 frequency	 distributions	 are	 relatively	
similar	to	that	of	wild	type,	at	one	day	earlier	 in	the	sampling	period.	This,	 in	conjunction	





stratification	 appears	 to	 contradict	 this	 theory,	 while	 my	 findings	 of	 largely	 similar,	 and	
reduced	cell	areas	(respectively)	better	supports	the	assertion	that	the	leaves	of	the	mutants	
are	developmentally	“younger”	than	wild	type,	which	could	enable	them	to	grow	for	longer.	
Although	the	number	of	stomatal	and	meristemoid	cells	 in	 leaves	 is	 low	compared	to	the	










This	 experiment	 could	 also	 have	 been	 improved	 by	 extending	 the	 period	 sampled	 both	
earlier	and	later,	to	capture	a	longer	period	of	growth,	and	potentially	observe	the	end	of	
the	 cell	proliferation	phase	of	development.	However,	 time	constraints	 caused	by	 loss	of	
fluorescence	from	the	marker	gene	meant	that	a	time-course	extending	beyond	11	days	after	
stratification	was	 not	 possible,	 as	well	 as	 a	 gradual	 reduction	 in	 the	 signal	 from	 the	 cell	
membrane	reporter	line,	as	noted	in	Section	3.3.2.	Earlier	imaging	was	also	challenging,	as	







to	 each	new	 leaf	 primordium,	 an	 initially	 larger	 leaf	would	be	produced.	 The	percentage	


















The	 spatial	 and	 temporal	distributions	of	 relative	 cell	 densities	 support	 the	proposal	of	 a	
“developmental	shift”	as	da1-1bb	mutants	continued	to	 increase	the	differential	between	
their	 densest	 and	 least	 dense	 areas	 until	 10	 days	 after	 stratification,	 whereas	 the	 other	
genotypes	did	not	change	significantly	beyond	8	days	after	stratification.	This	suggests	that	







relative	 to	wild	 type,	 indicating	 an	 increased	 rate	of	 cell	 division.	Additionally,	 cells	were	
largely	 smaller	 throughout	 growth	 in	 leaves	 of	 plants	 carrying	 the	 da1-1	 mutation,	
supporting	 the	 previously	 held	 hypothesis	 of	 a	 “developmental	 shift”	 in	 these	 plants	
(Vanhaeren	et	al.,	2017).	Finally,	the	SEM	imaging	confirmed	that	the	increased	leaf	area	in	














and	BB	described	 in	Chapter	3,	a	 range	of	cellular	and	growth	parameters	were	tested	 in	
plants	carrying	the	da1-1	and	bb	mutations	in	order	to	discern	further	differences	relative	to	
wild	type,	in	order	to	explain	some	of	these	observations	-	as	well	observations	previously	
made	 in	 a	 number	 of	 publications	 (Disch	 et	 al.,	 2006;	 Li	 et	 al.,	 2008;	 Dong	 et	 al.,	 2017;	
Vanhaeren	et	al.,	2017).	
4.1.1 Applications	of	live	cell	imaging		
Live	 cell	 imaging	 has	 been	 successfully	 employed	 to	 study	 growth	 in	 a	 range	 of	 tissues,	
including	roots,	meristems,	and	 floral	organs,	 rendering	 it	a	powerful	system	for	studying	
organ	development.		
The	use	of	live	cell	imaging	in	roots	is	widespread,	as	they	are	transparent,	all	cell	types	are	
known,	 and	 their	 essentially	 singular	 dimension	 growth	 is	 readily	 observed.	 They	 grow	
rapidly,		exhibiting	high	rates	of	growth	of	approximately	50-300µm	per	hour,	with	a	full	cell	
cycle	 taking	 between	 10	 and	 35	 hours	 in	 Arabidopsis	 thaliana	 primary	 roots	 (Von	
Wangenheim	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 Work	 presented	 in	 von	Wangenheim	 et	 al.	 2017	 showed	 an	
innovative	 approach	 to	 the	 issue	 of	 high	 rates	 of	 growth	 and	 cell	 division	 in	 roots	 by	
developing	software	to	automatically	track	root	tips	as	they	were	imaged	on	the	microscope,	
enabling	the	microscope’s	field	of	view	to	be	automatically	adjusted	as	the	roots	grew	down	
a	 block	 of	 agar.	 This	 tracking	 mechanism	 was	 possible	 due	 to	 the	 maintained	 size	 and	









with	 an	 average	 duration	 of	 around	 4	 hours	 (Von	 Wangenheim	 et	 al.,	 2017).	 These	




while	 supplying	 sufficient	 cells	 to	 new	 organ	 primordia	 throughout	 the	 plant’s	 life	 cycle.	












result	 in	 the	 range	 of	 epidermal	 cell	 sizes	 observed	 in	 sepals.	 The	 addition	 of	 an	




Live	 cell	 imaging	 has	 recently	 been	 applied	 to	 a	 growing	 leaf,	 in	 order	 to	 gain	 an	
understanding	of	how	tissue	deforms	throughout	growth	to	produce	the	final	leaf	size	and	
shape.	 In	 Kuchen	 et	 al.	 2012,	 a	model	 of	 tissue	 organiser	 deformation	was	 proposed	 to	
explain	 the	 variation	 in	 growth	 rates	 observed	 during	 development.	 Using	 time-lapse	
imaging	of	 the	 first	 leaf	of	Arabidopsis,	 the	paper	describes	experimental	observations	of	
growth	rates	that	were	used	to	inform	the	model.	At	early	stages	of	development,	the	growth	
rate	in	the	leaf	lamina	followed	a	linear	relationship	from	high	in	proximal	regions	to	lower	





of	 these	 data	 produced	 the	 model	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.1.	 PGRAD	 is	 a	 modelled	 growth	
promoting	factor	that	forms	a	linear	gradient	from	base	to	tip	of	the	leaf.	LATE	is	another	
modelled	factor	not	shown	in	Figure	4.1	as	it	is	expressed	uniformly	throughout	the	tissue,	
but	only	 in	 later	stages	 it	 inhibits	the	growth	that	 is	promoted	by	PGRAD.	LAM	is	a	factor	





Interactions	 between	 these	 factors	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.1D	 are	 sufficient	 to	 generate	
computational	simulations	of	realistic	leaf	growth	and	orientation.	Kuchen	et	al.	propose	a	

















mobile	 factor).	 PMF	 is	 able	 to	 control	 both	 division	 and	 growth,	 and	 is	 involved	 in	 the	
maintenance	 of	 the	 zone	 of	 competency	 to	 divide.	 The	 second	 factor	 is	 CDIV,	 which	
conferred	competency	to	divide	in	cells.	Finally,	Ᾱ	represents	the	mean	cell	area	at	time	of	
division	(Fox	et	al.,	under	review).	
While	 spch	mutants	 grown	under	 live	 cell	 imaging	 conditions	 present	 a	 useful	model	 for	
analysing	 cell	 division	 dynamics,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 the	 lack	 of	 stomata	 and	
significantly	 different	 growth	 conditions	 mean	 that	 these	 results	 cannot	 be	 compared	
directly	to	the	growth	of	non-spch	mutants	grown	on	soil.	The	same	limitation	applies	to	the	








In	 this	 Chapter,	 the	 growth	 of	 spch,	 spch	 da1-1,	 spch	 bb,	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 seedlings	
expressing	an	epidermal	 specific	plasma	membrane	marker	was	 tracked	 from	126	 to	312	
hours	 (equating	 to	5	 to	13	days)	after	 stratification.	Cellular	growth	and	division	 in	 these	
seedlings	 have	 been	 analysed	 using	 bespoke	 software.	 From	 these	 data,	 I	 aimed	 to	
























All	 siliques,	 open	 flowers,	 and	 partially	 opened	 buds	were	 removed	 from	 a	 shoot	 of	 the	
maternal	 plant,	 as	well	 as	 buds	 that	were	 too	 small	 to	 be	 dissected.	 Using	 a	magnifying	
headband	(Donegan	Optivisor.	Donegan	Optical)	the	remaining	buds	were	carefully	opened	
using	forceps	(Dumont	#5)	that	had	been	sterilised	in	ethanol,	and	all	anthers	were	removed,	
leaving	only	 the	stigmata.	An	open	 flower	 from	the	paternal	plant	was	 introduced	 to	 the	

























Nuclease-free	water	 39.25	 94	 30	
10x	 PCR	 Buffer	 (Mg2+	
plus)	
5	 55-75	 30	



















Leaf	 tissue	 was	 sampled	 from	 F2	 plants	 and	 sent	 to	 iDNA	 Genetics	
(http://www.idnagenetics.com)	 for	 copy	 number	 analysis,	 and	 individuals	 with	 two	




























At	 5	 days	 after	 stratification,	 the	 plates	were	 removed	 from	 the	Controlled	 Environment	
Room.	Sterilised	forceps	(Dumont	#5)	were	used	to	transfer	seedlings	to	sterilised	dimpled	
slides	(Sigma-Aldrich.	Cat.	No.	BR475505-50EA)	with	a	droplet	of	sterilised	water.	A	sterilised	
coverslip	 was	 placed	 on	 top	 (BDH.	 Cat.	 No.	 405/0187/35).	 	 Seedlings	 were	 phenotyped	
according	to	the	presence	or	absence	of	stomata	using	either	a	Leica	SP5	(II)	or	a	Leica	TCS	
SP8X	confocal	scan	head	mounted	on	a	Leica	DM6000	microscope,	according	to	the	imaging	



























Between	 imaging	 time-points,	 the	optical	 chamber	was	kept	 in	a	Controlled	Environment	























were	grouped	 to	 create	a	 cell.	 These	points	were	 copied	 from	 the	 first	 time-point	 to	 the	






enable	 the	 analysis	 of	 Point	 Tracker	 data	 using	 R,	 developed	 by	 Dr	 Florent	 Pantin.	 This	








The	 Arabidopsis	 thaliana	 da1-1bb	 plants	 transformed	 with	 the	 pAtML1::mCitrine-RCI2A	
generated	 in	 Chapter	 3	 were	 crossed	 with	 speechless	 mutants	 (plants	 expressing	






For	each	genotype,	 four	speechless	homozygotes	were	 selected	according	 to	 the	method	





generated	 at	 the	 first	 time-point,	 120	 hours	 after	 stratification,	 have	 been	 discarded	 for	
these	analyses	as	there	is	a	“settling	in”	period	for	the	seedlings	within	the	optical	imaging	
chamber	(pers.	comm.,	Samantha	Fox)	where	growth	may	be	abnormal.	One	representative	
leaf	 was	 chosen	 for	 each	 genotype	 (based	 on	 leaf	 width	 measurements),	 and	 the	 cells	
tracked	and	analysed	as	described	in	Section	4.2.5.	
It	is	important	to	note	that	in	this	chapter,	only	a	single	biological	replication	was	analysed	





















1bb,	 as	 measured	 in	 Chapter	 3	 (open	 circles).	 Despite	 the	 difference	 in	 absolute	 width	










speechless	mutation,	 leaf	 widths	 at	 312	 hours	 were	 122.6%	 of	 wild	 type	width	 in	 da1-1	
mutants,	127.4%	in	bb	mutants,	and	163.7%	in	da1-1bb	mutants.		





























































da1-1	 extended	 to	 300µm	 from	 the	 petiole-lamina	 boundary	more	 quickly	 than	 in	 spch,	
beginning	to	grow	from	150µm	at	around	152	hours	after	stratification	and	reaching	300µm	






is	 possible	 that	 further	 cell	 divisions	may	 have	 occurred	 later.	 Finally,	 while	 in	 spch	 cell	
divisions	 were	mainly	 constrained	 to	 the	 leaf	 margin	 at	 later	 stages,	 in	 spch	 da1-1	 cells	




leaf.	 The	 zone	 began	 to	 extend	 beyond	 150µm	 from	 178	 hours	 after	 stratification,	 and	
reached	 300µm	 from	 the	 petiole-lamina	 boundary	 during	 the	 220-231	 hours	 after	
stratification	interval,	although	it	did	not	exceed	this	distance	at	any	time.	Beyond	231	hours	
after	stratification,	the	zone	of	competency	receded	towards	the	base	of	the	leaf	in	a	similar	












Cell	divisions	also	persisted	 in	the	 leaf	midvein	until	 the	218-228	hours	after	stratification	







































Figure	 4.7,	 where	 all	 four	 genotypes	 are	 scaled	 equally	 and	 the	 data	 presented	 at	
approximately	 24-hour	 intervals	 for	 easier	 comparison.	 The	 most	 striking	 comparison	



















Time-lapse	 imaging	of	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	 spch	 pAR169	 (A),	 spch	 da1-1	 pAR169	 (B),	 spch	 bb	
pAR169	(C),	and	spch	da1-1bb	pAR169	(D),	shown	at	approximately	24-hour	intervals.	Cells	
amenable	to	tracking	that	were	competent	to	divide	are	coloured	green.	Cells	that	executed	









the	 petiole-lamina	 boundary,	 in	 the	 last	 96	 hours	 of	 the	 tracking	 period,	 as	 well	 as	 an	











At	 ~243	 hours	 after	 stratification,	 again	 cell	 area	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 leaf	 lamina	 was	 similar	
between	the	four	genotypes	in	the	proximal	150µm.	In	the	150-300µm	zone,	spch	da1-1	and	
spch	da1-1bb	exhibited	cell	areas	approximately	equivalent	to	those	in	the	more	basal	area,	
while	cell	areas	 in	spch	and	spch	bb	were	slightly	 increased.	 In	the	300-450µm	zone,	spch	
da1-1	again	exhibited	very	small	cells,	of	a	comparable	size	to	the	more	basal	zones.	The	spch	






larger	 cells	 in	 this	 zone,	 and	 the	 cells	 were	 larger	 still	 in	 the	 300-450µm	 zone	 in	 these	
mutants.	In	spch	da1-1	there	was	a	slight	increase	in	the	number	of	larger	cells	relative	to	
the	 150-300µm	 zone,	 but	 some	 small	 cells	 remained.	 An	 intermediate	 phenotype	 was	
observed	in	spch	da1-1bb.	
Finally,	at	the	~292	hours	after	stratification	timepoint,	all	genotypes	had	some	larger	cells	


















The	 number	 of	 cell	 divisions	 each	 cell	 underwent	 was	 counted	 from	 ~156	 hours	 after	




























































these	 slopes	 are	 very	 low	 in	 all	 four	 genotypes,	 potentially	 as	 a	 result	 of	 each	 genotype	
consisting	 of	 only	 a	 single	 biological	 replicate.	 This	 means	 that	 these	 data	 should	 be	
interpreted	carefully,	and	not	too	great	an	importance	placed	upon	the	differences	in	the	
slopes,	as	each	point	does	not	represent	an	independent	sample.	



















Cell	 cycle	 time	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	 spch	
pAR169,	spch	da1-1	pAR169,	spch	bb	pAR169,	and	
spch	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 leaves,	 from	 126	 to	 312	


















observed	 =	 1661.	 Red	 points	 indicate	 means	 of	 samples.	 Small	 letters	 indicate	








spch	 da1-1,	 spch	 bb,	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 than	 in	 spch	 (p	 <	 0.0001	 for	 each).	 The	 steepest	
increase	in	cell	area	at	time	of	division	was	observed	in	spch	da1-1bb,	which	was	also	steeper	
than	both	spch	da1-1	and	spch	bb	 (p	<	0.001	 for	both).	However,	 the	R2	values	 for	 these	
slopes	are	very	low	in	all	four	genotypes,	potentially	as	a	result	of	each	genotype	consisting	









































At	 ~243	 hours	 after	 stratification,	 again	 cell	 area	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 leaf	 lamina	 was	 similar	
between	the	four	genotypes	in	the	proximal	150µm.	In	the	150-300µm	zone,	spch	da1-1	and	
spch	da1-1bb	exhibited	cell	areas	approximately	equivalent	to	those	in	the	more	basal	area,	
while	cell	areas	 in	spch	and	spch	bb	were	slightly	 increased.	 In	the	300-450µm	zone,	spch	
da1-1	again	exhibited	very	small	cells,	of	a	comparable	size	to	the	more	basal	zones.	The	spch	



























Time-lapse	 imaging	of	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	 spch	 pAR169	 (A),	 spch	 da1-1	 pAR169	 (B),	 spch	 bb	
pAR169	 (C),	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 (D),	 shown	 at	 approximately	 24-hour	 intervals.	
Heatmap	indicates	area	at	time	of	division	of	cells	amenable	to	tracking	at	the	time	of	the	








equally,	 while	 a	 lower	 score	 indicates	 a	 cell	 that	 has	 divided	 unequally,	 resulting	 in	 one	
daughter	 cell	 larger	 than	 the	other.	 Cell	 division	 symmetry	was	measured	 for	 all	 division	
events,	of	which	a	total	of	1611	were	observed	across	all	genotypes.	
Figure	4.15	shows	that	cell	divisions	were	on	average	 less	symmetrical	 in	spch	da1-1	 (p	<	
0.0001),	 spch	 bb	 (p	 <	 0.0001),	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 (p	 =	 0.0006)	 relative	 to	 spch.	 The	 least	
symmetrical	cell	divisions	were	observed	in	spch	bb,	with	a	9.8%	reduction	in	cell	division	
symmetry	 relative	 to	 spch.	 There	 were	 no	 significant	 differences	 in	 mean	 cell	 division	
symmetry	between	spch	da1-1,	spch	bb,	and	spch	da1-1bb.	
Figure	4.15	Cell	division	symmetry	in	spch,	spch	da1-1,	spch	bb,	and	spch	da1-1bb	leaves	








Figure	 4.16	 demonstrates	 how	 cell	 division	 symmetry	 changes	 according	 to	 the	 time	 of	
division	 in	each	of	 the	 four	genotypes.	 Interestingly,	while	 cell	division	 symmetry	did	not	





trend	 towards	 1	 (total	 symmetry),	 a	 low	 R2	 value	 is	 more	 likely	 than	 in	 the	 other	
measurements	made	 in	 this	 chapter.	Nevertheless,	 this	means	 that	 these	data	 should	be	
interpreted	carefully,	and	not	too	great	an	importance	placed	upon	the	differences	in	the	
slopes,	as	each	point	does	not	represent	an	independent	sample.	








Figure	 4.16	 Cell	 division	 symmetry	 over	 time	 in	
spch,	spch	da1-1,	spch	bb,	and	spch	da1-1bb	leaves	
Cell	 division	 symmetry	 of	 cells	 in	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	
spch	pAR169,	spch	da1-1	pAR169,	spch	bb	pAR169,	
and	spch	da1-1bb	pAR169	leaves,	from	126	to	312	





























Time-lapse	 imaging	of	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	 spch	 pAR169	 (A),	 spch	 da1-1	 pAR169	 (B),	 spch	 bb	
pAR169	 (C),	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 (D),	 shown	 at	 approximately	 24-hour	 intervals.	























Time-lapse	 imaging	of	 the	 first	 leaf	 of	 spch	 pAR169	 (A),	 spch	 da1-1	 pAR169	 (B),	 spch	 bb	
pAR169	 (C),	 and	 spch	 da1-1bb	 pAR169	 (D),	 shown	 at	 approximately	 24-hour	 intervals.	
Heatmap	indicates	anisotropy	of	cells	amenable	to	tracking.	Data	is	shown	on	the	first	time-
point	for	each	tracking	interval.	Leaves	are	aligned	according	to	the	petiole-lamina	boundary.	







Several	 studies	 have	 inferred	 that	 the	 da1-1	 and	 bb	 mutants	 may	 exhibit	 an	 extended	
duration	of	cell	proliferation,	based	on	observations	of	 increased	duration	of	growth,	and	
transcriptome	analysis	of	genes	involved	in	cell	division	and	cell	growth	(Disch	et	al.,	2006;	Li	
et	 al.,	 2008;	 Cattaneo	 and	 Hardtke,	 2017;	 Dong	 et	 al.,	 2017;	 Vanhaeren	 et	 al.,	 2017).	
However,	no	studies	have,	before	now,	carried	out	live	cell	imaging	analysis	to	observe	and	
quantify	cell	divisions	as	they	take	place.	In	this	Chapter,	data	presented	shows	quantitatively	







zone	 of	 competency	 to	 divide	 was	 at	 300µm	 from	 the	 petiole-lamina	 boundary,	 an	
observation	that	my	data	supports.	Interestingly,	spch	da1-1	and	spch	da1-1bb	(although	not	
spch	 bb)	 exhibit	 cell	 divisions	 occurring	 beyond	 this	 300µm	 zone,	 indicating	 a	 potentially	
larger	zone	of	competency	to	divide,	and	therefore	larger	population	of	cells	proliferating	for	











fraction”	 resulted	 in	 accelerated	 root	 growth	 (Beemster	 and	 Baskin,	 1998).	 Despite	 clear	










organ	 size	 via	 the	 control	 of	 cell	 proliferation	 and	 therefore	 cell	 number.	 For	 example,	
ectopic	expression	of	 the	auxin-inducible	gene	ARGOS	promotes	an	 increased	duration	of	
cell	 proliferation	 and	 organ	 growth,	 leading	 to	 a	 larger	 final	 organ	 size	 (Hu	 et	 al.,	 2003).	
Additionally,	overexpression	of	ORGAN	SIZE	RELATED1,	which	 shares	a	 conserved	protein	
domain	with	ARGOS,	promotes	increased	organ	size	due	to	increased	cell	numbers,	although	
also	exhibits	 increased	cell	 area	 (Feng	et	al.,	2011),	which	 is	not	observed	 in	da1-1	or	bb	











and	 the	 selection	of	 the	most	 representative	 individual	within	each	group	 (based	on	 leaf	
width),	with	the	currently	available	data	it	is	impossible	to	statistically	confirm	variation	in	
the	spatiotemporal	distribution	of	cell	divisions	at	 the	 leaf	 level.	 In	 the	future,	more	time	













sizes	 at	 time	 of	 division,	 if	 cell	 growth	 was	 not	 affected,	 while	 increasing	 the	maximum	
threshold	 for	 cell	division	could	also	 result	 in	an	 increased	cell	 cycle	period,	assuming	no	
change	in	cellular	growth	rates.	Either	way,	increasing	the	potential	of	larger	cells	to	divide	




In	 yeast,	 progression	 through	 the	 cell	 cycle	 is	 largely	 controlled	 by	 cell	 size	 checkpoints,	
although	a	number	of	different	mechanisms	have	been	proposed	by	which	this	size-control	
mechanism	may	be	achieved	in	both	budding	yeast	(Martin	and	Berthelot-Grosjean,	2009;	
Moseley	 et	 al.,	 2009)	 and	 fission	 yeast	 (Polymenis	 and	 Schmidt,	 1997).	 In	 plants,	 this	
relationship	 is	 more	 complex.	 Willis	 et	 al.	 report	 that	 neither	 cell	 size	 checkpoints,	 nor	
minimum	 time	 elapsed,	 control	 entry	 into	 mitosis	 in	 the	 shoot	 apical	 meristem	 (SAM).	
Instead,	cell	division	is	controlled	by	a	combination	of	critical	size	control	and	the	addition	of	
a	 critical	 increment	 in	 size	 from	 the	 birth	 of	 the	 cell,	 indicating	 that	 differential	 cellular	
growth	rates	could	be	important	in	the	determination	of	the	timings	of	cell	division	(Willis	et	
al.,	2016).	Jones	et	al.	propose	that	the	control	of	cell	size	at	time	of	division	and	cell	cycle	














bb	 and	 da1-1bb),	 it	 is	 perhaps	 not	 surprising	 that	 the	 duration	 of	 cell	 proliferation	 is	
increased	in	the	mutants	relative	to	wild	type	-	and	this	alone	would	not	result	in	an	increase	
in	cell	number	leading	to	an	increase	in	final	organ	size.	More	important	are	the	dynamics	of	
the	 spatial	 extent	 of	 the	 zone	 of	 competency	 to	 divide,	which	 is	 larger	 for	 longer	 in	 the	
mutants	relative	to	wild	type,	hence	including	a	greater	cell	population	with	the	competency	

















bb	 and	 da1-1bb	 mutants	 could	 include	 the	 creation	 of	 double	 or	 triple	 mutants	 with	





4.4.3 Mutations	 in	DA1	and	BB	promote	asymmetric	cell	divisions	 in	pavement	
cells	
In	plants,	a	number	of	rules	have	been	proposed	that	aim	to	explain	the	observed	orientation	






















occurring	 in	 wild	 type	 Arabidopsis,	 where	 genes	 including	 SPCH	 and	 BREAKING	 OF	
ASYMMETRY	IN	THE	STOMATAL	LINEAGE	(BASL)	promote	asymmetric	cell	divisions	resulting	
in	meristemoid	 cells	 and	 stomatal	 guard	 cells	 distributed	 throughout	 the	 pavement	 cells	
(Pillitteri	et	al.,	2016).	However,	the	research	described	 in	this	Chapter	was	carried	out	 in	
spch	mutants,	 in	which	 SPCH	 is	 knocked	 out	 and	which	 do	 not	 exhibit	 the	 asymmetrical	

































Based	on	 the	observations	made	 in	 this	Chapter,	 it	may	be	 that	 there	are	 two	 separable	
mechanisms	involved	in	the	control	of	cell	proliferation	in	mutants	carrying	the	da1-1,	bb,	
and	da1-1bb	mutations.		The	first	of	these	mechanisms	is	one	controlling	the	size	of	the	zone	
of	 competency	 to	divide	 -	 that	 is,	 the	maximum	distance	of	any	 cell	with	 competence	 to	
divide	from	the	petiole-lamina	boundary,	and	the	duration	at	which	this	distance	remains	
high.	 This	 Chapter	 has	 shown	 that	 in	 the	 speechless	 background,	 this	 zone	 is	 spatially	
extended	in	the	spch	da1-1	and	spch	da1-1bb	mutants,	and	temporally	extended	in	spch	da1-
1,	spch	bb,	and	spch	da1-1bb,	relative	to	spch.	The	extension	of	this	zone	in	these	mutants	







in	spch	da1-1	and	spch	da1-1bb	does	mean	that	there	are	more	cells	within	 it	 for	 longer,	
which	 then	 have	 the	 competency	 to	 divide.	 While	 these	 findings	 surrounding	 the	




A	 second	 proposed	 mechanism	may	 go	 some	 way	 towards	 explaining	 these	 phenotypic	
differences,	 however.	 Observations	 in	 Section	 4.3.2	 found	 that,	while	 the	maximal	 distal	
extent	of	the	zone	of	competency	to	divide	was	increased	in	the	spch	da1-1	and	spch	da1-



























added	 to	 this	 model,	 for	 example	 the	 increased	 number	 of	 cells	 within	 the	 zone	 of	












































was	 tested	 in	 members	 of	 the	 TCP	 family,	 including	 the	 testing	 of	 3	 potential	 novel	
substrates.	 Although	none	of	 the	 8	 potential	 substrates	 of	DA1	 tested	were	 found	 to	 be	
cleaved	by	DA1	in	a	transient	protoplast	system,	progress	was	made	on	the	identification	of	
a	target	site	for	cleavage	in	two	known	substrates	of	DA1.	








































based	on	 the	available	data	 that	 the	duration	of	proliferation	was	 increased	 in	 the	da1-1	
mutant	relative	to	wild	type.	However,	by	utilising	live-cell	imaging,	it	is	possible	to	achieve	
a	more	quantitative	and	integrated	picture	of	the	growth	dynamics	of	a	leaf.	It	is	important	
to	 note	 that	 the	 spch	mutant	may	 affect	 cell	 division	 dynamics,	 and	 therefore	while	 the	
results	 presented	 in	 Chapter	 4	 are	 comparable	 between	 themselves,	 it	 is	 not	 possible	 to	
compare	 the	 results,	 time-point	 to	 time-point,	 to	 previous	 studies	 in	 a	 wild	 type	 for	
SPEECHLESS	background.	
The	finding	of	a	larger	zone	of	smaller	cells	with	the	competence	to	divide	that	persisted	for	
longer	 is	 also	 supported	 by	many	 of	 the	 findings	 regarding	 the	 cell	 area	 and	 cell	 density	
distributions	in	Chapter	3.	While	Vanhaeren	et	al.	did	carry	out	some	cell-level	analyses	of	
da1-1,	 bb	 and	 da1-1bb	 mutants,	 the	 approach	 I	 took	 in	 Chapter	 3	 of	 segmenting	 and	
analysing	essentially	all	upper	epidermal	pavement	cells	in	the	leaf	allowed	a	more	holistic	
















Another	 substrate	 of	 DA1,	 TCP15	 promotes	 the	 transcription	 of	 the	 CYCA2;3	 and	
RETINOBLASOMA-RELATED	(RBR)	genes,	both	of	which	are	involved	in	the	promotion	of	the	
cell	 cycle	 (Li	 et	 al.,	 2012).	 Interestingly,	 RBR	 has	 also	 recently	 been	 shown	 to	 promote	
asymmetric	cell	divisions	both	in	the	stomatal	lineage	and	in	the	maintenance	of	a	stem	cell	
population	in	roots	(Wildwater	et	al.,	2005;	Desvoyes	et	al.,	2014),	drawing	a	potential	link	










carried	 out	 in	 this	 thesis	 does	 pose	 two	 new	 lines	 of	 investigation	 into	 the	 biochemical	




range	 of	 cell	 cycle	 genes	 in	 the	 da1-1	 mutant	 relative	 to	 wild	 type	 could	 give	 a	 clearer	
indication	 of	 viable	 candidates	 for	 cleavage	 than	 using	 a	 yeast-2-hybrid	 screen	 based	 on	
205	
	





possible	 that	 other	 domains	 in	 DA1,	 for	 example	 the	 LIM	 or	 LIM-like	 domains	 could	 be	
involved	 in	 the	 maintenance	 of	 the	 stability	 of,	 or	 transcriptional	 regulation	 of,	 genes	
negatively	controlling	growth.	TCP3	is	closely	related	to	TCP4	(Martin-Trillo	and	Cubas,	2010),	
a	 known	 negative	 regulator	 of	 organ	 growth	 (Schommer	 et	 al.,	 2014),	 suggesting	 a	
mechanism	via	which	increased	DA1	expression	would	promote	increased	protein	levels	of	
TCP3,	repressing	growth.	Analysing	the	stability	and	expression	of	TCP3	in	the	presence	of	
DA1	 proteins	 lacking	 in	 the	 functional	 domains	 other	 than	 the	 peptidase	 domain,	 could	
elucidate	this	effect	further.	In	addition	to	this,	proteins	physically	interacting	with	DA1	could	








closely	 related	 brassinosteroid	 receptor	 (Hui	 Dong,	 unpublished).	 The	 identified	 roles	 of	
TMK1,	TMK4	and	BAK1	in	phytohormone	sensing	(Li	et	al.,	2002;	Dai	et	al.,	2013;	Kim	et	al.,	
2013;	Xu	et	al.,	2014)	position	these	observed	interactions	with	DA1	as	important	steps	in	a	






























thought	to	be	a	mobile	signal	 (proximal	mobile	 factor)	 (Fox	et	al.,	under	review),	another	
candidate	 for	 this	 could	 be	 a	 phytohormone	 such	 as	 brassinosteroids.	 If	 PMF	 were	
brassinosteroids,	 which	 may	 have	 a	 role	 in	 reducing	 DA1	 peptidase	 activity	 (Hui	 Dong,	















5.3 A	 new	 model	 incorporating	 competence	 to	 divide	 within	 a	 cell	
population?	


















































Following	 this	model,	 the	parameters	 for	each	genotype	and	 the	 results	are	 in	Table	5.1,	
normalised	 to	make	wild	 type	 the	 standard.	 The	 figures	 used	 in	 Table	 5.1	 are	 based	 on	









Factor	 wild	type	 da1-1	 bb	 da1-1bb	
M	 1.0	 0.79	 0.87	 1.02	
I	 1.0	 1.32	 1.05	 1.69	
Z	 1.0	 1.25	 1.0	 1.17	
R	 1.0	 1.1	 1.1	 1.2	
P	 1.0	 1.7	 1.7	 2.1	
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Ubiquitylation activates a peptidase that
promotes cleavage and destabilization of its
activating E3 ligases and diverse growth
regulatory proteins to limit cell
proliferation in Arabidopsis
Hui Dong,1,6 Jack Dumenil,1,6 Fu-Hao Lu,1,6 Li Na,2,6 Hannes Vanhaeren,3 Christin Naumann,4
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The characteristic shapes and sizes of organs are established by cell proliferation patterns and final cell sizes, but
the underlying molecular mechanisms coordinating these are poorly understood. Here we characterize a ubiquitin-
activated peptidase called DA1 that limits the duration of cell proliferation during organ growth in Arabidopsis
thaliana. The peptidase is activated by two RING E3 ligases, Big Brother (BB) and DA2, which are subsequently
cleaved by the activated peptidase and destabilized. In the case of BB, cleavage leads to destabilization by the RING
E3 ligase PROTEOLYSIS 1 (PRT1) of theN-end rule pathway. DA1 peptidase activity also cleaves the deubiquitylase
UBP15, which promotes cell proliferation, and the transcription factors TEOSINTE BRANCED 1/CYCLOIDEA/
PCF 15 (TCP15) and TCP22, which promote cell proliferation and repress endoreduplication. We propose that
DA1 peptidase activity regulates the duration of cell proliferation and the transition to endoreduplication and
differentiation during organ formation in plants by coordinating the destabilization of regulatory proteins.
[Keywords: ubiquitylation; organ size; Arabidopsis; ubiquitin-activated peptidase; N-end rule-mediated degradation]
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The shapes and sizes of organs are established by mecha-
nisms that orient cell proliferation and determine the final
numbers and sizes of cells forming the organ. Transplanta-
tion experiments showed that some animal organs have
an intrinsic mechanism that determines their final size
by controlling the duration of cell proliferation (Barry
and Camargo 2013), which is controlled in part by the
HIPPO/YAP pathway that limits cell proliferation and
promotes apoptosis (Pan 2010). However, the mecha-
nisms coordinating cell proliferation and cell size during
organ growth remain poorly understood (Johnston and
Gallant 2002). Due to the simpler planar structures of
their organs, such as leaves and petals, and the absence
of cell movement due to rigid cell walls, plants have
some experimental advantages for studying organ growth
(Green et al. 2010).
Leaf growth in plants is initiated at shootmeristems (for
review, see Sluis and Hake 2015). After specification of
boundaries and growth axes, the leaf lamina grows in an
initial period of cell division inwhich cell size is relatively
constant, followed by a transition to endoreduplication as-
sociated with cell expansion and differentiation (Breuer
et al. 2010; De Veylder et al. 2011). The transition from
cell proliferation to cell expansion is spatially and tempo-
rarily regulated during leaf growth and appears to progress
from the tip to the base of the leaf as a cell division arrest
5Present address: UMR1318, Institut Jean-Pierre Bourgin, 78000
Versailles, France.
6These authors contributed equally to this work.
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front (Kazama et al. 2010) accompanied by shifts in gene
expression patterns (Efroni et al. 2008; Andriankaja et al.
2012). A key question is how the transition from cell pro-
liferation to cell expansion and differentiation is coordi-
nated to generate a correctly sized organ.
The RING E3 ligases Big Brother (BB) (Disch et al. 2006)
and DA2 (Xia et al. 2013) limit the duration of cell prolif-
eration during organ growth. Members of the DA1 family
also limit cell proliferation (Li et al. 2008), and loss-of-
function mutations in BB and DA2 interact synergis-
tically with the da1-1 allele of DA1 to increase organ
and seed size in Arabidopsis (Li et al. 2008; Xia et al.
2013), suggesting that one of their growth-limiting activi-
ties ismediated by enhancing the growth-repressive activ-
ity ofDA1 familymembers. Genetic analyses showed that
DA1 reduced the stability of bothUBP15 (Du et al. 2014), a
deubiquitylation enzyme promoting cell proliferation
(Liu et al. 2008), and TEOSINTE BRANCED 1/CYCLOI-
DEA/PCF 14 (TCP14) and TCP15 proteins (Peng et al.
2015), which repress endoreduplication by transcriptional
control of RETINOBLASTOMA-RELATED1 (RBR1) and
CYCLIN A2;3 (CYCA2;3) gene expression (Li et al. 2012).
Here we show that DA1 is an endopeptidase activated
by multiple ubiquitylations mediated by the E3 ligases
BB and DA2. In a feedback mechanism, DA1 then cleaves
BB andDA2, leading to their destabilization. DA1-mediat-
ed cleavage of BB exposed a destabilizing N-terminal that
was substrate for the N-end rule E3 ligase PROTEOLYSIS
1 (PRT1). This mechanism is predicted to transiently acti-
vate DA1 peptidase, which also cleaves UBP15, TCP15,
and the related TCP22, leading to their predicted inactiva-
tion and destabilization. DA1 peptidase may therefore
contribute to the concerted transition from cell prolifera-
tion to endoreduplication and differentiation, limiting
organ size.
Results
Genetic and physical interactions of DA1, BB, and DA2
Wepreviously identified genetic interactions between the
da1-1 allele ofDA1 and genes encoding theRINGE3 ligas-
es BB (Li et al. 2008) and DA2 (Xia et al. 2013) that led to
synergistic increases in seed and organ sizes. In this study,
we used the da1-1-enhancing allele of BB called eod1-2
(Li et al. 2008) and refer to the mutant version as bb-
eod1-2 and the wild-type version as BB. The da1-1 allele,
an R358K change in a highly conserved region, had a
negative influence on the functions of DA1 and the close
family member DAR1, but the basis of this was not
known, which complicated interpretation of DA1 func-
tion. We therefore assessed phenotypes of a loss-of func-
tion T-DNA allele of DA1 (da1-ko1).
Measurements of petal and seed sizes using high-resolu-
tion scanning showed that the da1-ko1 T-DNA allele led
to increased petal (Fig. 1A,B) and seed (Fig. 1C,D) sizes and
that it also interacted genetically with the loss-of-
function allele bb-eod1-2 and da2-1 in both petal size
and seed area. This showed thatDA1 can be studied inde-
pendently of other DA1 family members. Both the da1-1
and bb-eod1-2mutations increased themaximum growth
rate, while the double mutant da1-1 bb-eod1-2 showed a
further increased maximum growth rate and continued
to grow for ∼5 d longer than either single mutant (Fig.
1E). The time at maximum growth rates was slightly ear-
lier in bb-eod1-2 than in Columbia (Col-0), in contrast to
da1-1 and da1-1 bb-eod1-2, which showed a 3-d retarda-
tion of the time of maximum growth rate, and final leaf
sizes showed a more than additive increase in the double
mutant, as observed previously (Li et al. 2008). These data
indicated that BB may influence leaf final size at earlier
stages of growth than DA1. We demonstrated previously
that DA1 and DA2 physically interact (Xia et al. 2013).
Pull-down experiments showed that GST-tagged DA1
also interacted with HIS-tagged BB but not with HIS-
tagged BBR (BB-related; At3g19910), a close homolog of
BB (Fig. 1F; Breuninger and Lenhard 2012). These in vitro
interactions were verified by Agrobacterium-mediated
coexpression of BB-GFP and Myc-tagged DA1 in Nicoti-
ana benthamiana leaves. Myc-DA1 was detected only
in a complex with BB-GFP and not GFP (Fig. 1G).
DA1 is multiply ubiquitylated by BB and DA2
The interactions of DA1 with BB and DA2 suggested that
DA1 might be a substrate of these RING E3 ligases, so we
conducted in vitro ubiquitylation reactions using BB,
DA2, and BBR E3 ligases. Figure 2A shows that BB ubiqui-
tylated DA1 in an E1- and E2-dependent reaction, as did
DA2 (Fig. 2B), while BBR did not (Fig. 2C). Supplemental
Figure S1 shows that DA2 also ubiquitylated DAR1 and
DAR2 but not DAR3. The extent of DA1 ubiquitylation
suggested that DA2 was more efficient at ubiquitylation
than BB, and the sizes of ubiquitylated DA1 indicated
that between four and seven ubiquitin molecules may
be conjugated to DA1. Mass spectrometric analyses of
ubiquitylated DA1 prepared in vitro were used to identify
peptides containing the characteristic diglycine ubiqui-
tylation signature of a lysine residue (KGG). Analysis of
DA1 ubiquitylated by DA2 or BB identified seven ubiqui-
tylated lysine residues in DA1, with four lysines in the
C-terminal domain of DA1 (K381, K391, K475, and
K591) consistently conjugated with ubiquitin (Supple-
mental Fig. S2). This number of ubiquitylation sites con-
curred with the patterns of ubiquitylation observed in
Figure 2, A and B, suggesting that DA1molecules aremul-
tiply ubiquitylated (Haglund et al. 2003; Komander and
Rape 2012). Mutation of the consistently ubiquitylated
lysines to arginine in DA1 [termed DA1(4K-4R)] did not
reduce ubiquitylation by DA2 in vitro (Fig. 2D), and
mass spectrometric analyses showed ectopic ubiquityla-
tion of other lysines across DA1 (Supplemental Fig. S2B).
Therefore, the DA1 ubiquitylation mechanism has a
preference, but not specificity, for certain lysines. These
patterns of ubiquitylation are shown in Figure 2D.
DA1 and four other family members have multiple
ubiquitin interaction motifs (UIMs) that interact with
ubiquitin (Li et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2015). UIMs are part
of a larger class of ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs)
formed from a single α helix that is often found inmultiple
Dong et al.
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arrays (Hicke et al. 2005; Husnjak and Dikic 2012). Tan-
demUIMs have been shown to bind K63-linked ubiquitin
chains in the mammalian DNA repair protein RAP80
(Sato et al. 2009). To assess their function in DA1, the
N-terminal region of DA1 containing mutated UIM1
and UIM2 was fused to GST and expressed in Escherichia
coli, and conserved Ala and Ser residues, predicted to be in
the α-helical domain of the UIMs (Supplemental Fig. S3;
Kim et al. 2007), were mutated to Gly in both UIMs of
GST-UIM1+2 and inDA1. GST-UIM1+2 bound ubiquitin,
and mutation of UIM1 alone did not reduce binding of
ubiquitin, while mutation of UIM2 abolished ubiquitin
binding, confirming that the GST-UIM1+2 protein bound
ubiquitin via its UIM motifs (Supplemental Fig. S3). Fig-
ure 2E shows that UIM1+2 conferred BB- and DA2-
dependent ubiquitylation on GST in vitro, with DA2
again facilitating higher levels of ubiquitylation. Figure
2F shows that mutation of both UIM1 and UIM2 in
GST-UIM1+2 strongly reduced in vitro ubiquitylation
of GST-UIM1+2 by BB and DA2. The UIM1 and UIM2
mutations in DA1 also reduced its ubiquitylation in
vitro (Fig. 2G), and DA1 with mutated UIMs did not
Figure 1. Genetic and physical interac-
tions of DA1, BB, and DA2. (A,B) The single
loss-of-function da1-ko1 allele interacts
with bb-eod1-2 and da2-1 to increase
petal area. (A) An image of flower heads
showing the sizes of petals. Bar, 5 mm.
(B) Petal areas. The values given are means
(n = 36) ± SE. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01 (Stu-
dent’s t-test) compared with wild-type
Col-0. (C,D) The single loss-of-function
da1-ko1 allele interacts with bb-eod1-2
and da2-1 to increase seed area. (C ) Ten
seeds aligned to reveal size differences.
Bar, 2 mm. (D) Seed areas. The values
given are means (n = 50) ± SE. (∗) P < 0.05;
(∗∗) P < 0.01 (Student’s t-test) compared
with wild-type Col-0. (E) Dynamic growth
measurements of leaf 1 width in Col-0,
da1-1, and da1-1 bb-eod1-2. Lines were
fitted to data points using the sigmoidal
function of Sigmaplot 13. (F ) DA1 interacts
with BB in vitro. GST-DA1 interacted with
HIS-BB. GST-DA1 did not interact with
HIS-BBR, an E3 ligase closely related to
BB. GST-GUS (β-glucuronidase) was used
as a negative control. (G) Myc-tagged DA1
interacted with BB-GFP after transient
coexpression in N. benthamiana leaves.
BB-GFP and GFP were coexpressed with
Myc-DA1 using Agrobacterium-mediated
transient expression in N. benthamiana
leaves. Expressed proteins were purified us-
ing GFP trap and immunoblotted.
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Figure 2. DA1 is multiply ubiquitylated by BB and DA2 in a ubiquitin interaction motif (UIM)-dependent reaction. (A–C ) In vitro ubiq-
uitylation of DA1 by the RING E3 ligases BB (A) and DA2 (B), but not BBR (C ), in an E1-, E2-, and ubiquitin-dependent reaction. Anti-Flag
antibodies detected Flag-ubiquitylated forms of Flag-DA1 ranging from >70 kDa to ∼130 kDa. Anti-HIS antibodies detected BB-HIS, DA2-
HIS, or BBR-HIS fusion proteins. (D) Both Flag-DA1 and Flag-DA1(4K-4R) are ubiquitylated by DA2 in similar patterns in an in vitro
ubiquitylation reaction. In the bottom panel, Ub represents a ubiquitin moiety conjugated to a lysine at the approximate location in
DA1 and DA1(4K-4R). Regions of protein similarity with known domains are shown: UIM1 andUIM2 are similar to UIMs, LIM is similar
to canonical LIM domains, LIM-like is a related motif found in DA1 family members, and peptidase contains a predicted peptidase active
site. (E) An in vitro ubiquitylation reaction with DA2 and BB as E3 ligases and GST-UIM1+2. GST-UIM1+2 is ubiquitylated in a pattern
similar to that of DA1 by both DA2 and BB, with DA2 conferring higher levels of ubiquitylation than BB. (F ) An in vitro ubiquitylation
reaction with DA2 and BB as E3 ligases and GST-UIM1+2 with mutations that reduce ubiquitin binding. Mutated versions of UIM1 and
UIM2 strongly reduced DA2- and BB-mediated ubiquitylation of GST-UIM1+2. (G) A time course of Flag-DA1 and Flag-DA1(UIM1+2)
with mutations in the UIMs as in E. These strongly reduced DA1 ubiquitylation. (H) DA1(UIM1+2) is not functional in vivo, as it does
not complement the large petal phenotype of the da1-ko1 dar1-1 double mutant. Two independent homozygous T-DNA insertion lines
were scored for petal size and compared with wild-type Col-0 and da1-ko1 dar1-1. The values given aremeans (n = 120) ± SE, expressed as
the percentage of wild-type Col-0 petal areas. Student’s t-test showed no significant differences between the transformants and the paren-
talda1-ko1 dar1-1 line. (I ) TransgenicArabidopsis plants expressing aGFP-DA1 fusion protein under the control of the 35S promoterwere
used to detectDA1ubiquitylation in vivo. GFP ran as a dimer on the gel due to high protein concentrations. Protein extract input levels are
shown using anti-tubulin antibody.
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complement the large petal size in the double mutant
da1-ko dar1-1 (Fig. 2H). To detect ubiquitylation in
vivo, DA1 was expressed from the constitutive 35S pro-
moter as an N-terminal GFP fusion protein and purified
from seedling tissues using a GFP trap. Characteristic pat-
terns of DA1 ubiquitylation were detected on purified
GFP-DA1 (Fig. 2I, right panel). Therefore, DA1 is ubiqui-
tylated by the E3 ligases BB and DA2 in vitro by a
UIM1- and UIM2-dependent mechanism, DA1 is ubiqui-
tylated in vivo, and UIMs are required for DA1 function.
DA1 cleaves BB and DA2 with a ubiquitin-dependent
peptidase activity
A time course of BB-HIS incubatedwith purified Flag-DA1
that had been ubiquitylated by BB or incubated with non-
ubiquitylated Flag-DA1 showed that, in the presence
of ubiquitylated DA1, a HIS-tagged BB fragment of ∼35
kDawas produced after 4 h of incubation (Fig. 3A, arrows).
When ubiquitylated Flag-DA1 was incubated with DA2-
HIS, a 25-kDa HIS-tagged DA2 cleavage product was
also detected after 4 h of incubation (Fig. 3A, arrows). Sim-
ilar experiments using Flag-DA1 ubiquitylated by DA2
showed identical patterns of BB-HIS and DA2-HIS cleav-
age (Fig. 3B). BBR-HIS did not show a cleavage product
in these conditions. Thus, DA1 ubiquitylated by either
BB or DA2 generated cleavage products from both BB
and DA2 in vitro.
Examination of the conservedC-terminal region ofDA1
revealed an extended sequence motif, HEMMHX15EE
(Supplemental Fig. S4), which is a zinc aminopeptidase
active site found in clan MA endopeptidases (Rawlings
et al. 2012). TheHEMMHmotif wasmutated to AEMMA,
removing the putative zinc-coordinating histidine resi-
dues, to form DA1(pep). Figure 3C shows that DA1(pep)
and DA1 were ubiquitylated in vitro to an equal extent
by both BB and DA2. In an in vitro time-course reaction,
ubiquitylated DA1(pep) did not generate the 25-kDa
HIS-tagged DA2 band seen after incubation with ubiqui-
tylated DA1 (Fig. 3D). Coexpression of BB-Flag, DA2-Flag,
or BBR-Flag with HA-DA1 or HA-DA1(pep) in da1-ko1
dar1-1 mutant leaf protoplasts showed that HA-DA1,
but not HA-DA1(pep), generated a similar-sized 35-kDa
BB-Flag cleavage product (Fig. 3E, top panel, arrow) as
seen in in vitro reactions (Fig. 3A,B). Longer exposure of
the same Western blot (Fig. 3E, bottom panel) was re-
quired to identify the 25-kDa DA2-Flag cleavage product,
which was not generated by coexpression with DA1(pep).
Figure 3F shows that the mutation in DA1 abolishing
DA1 peptidase activity did not complement the da1-ko1
dar1-1 large petal phenotype, establishing thatDA1 pepti-
dase activity is required for in vivo function. To detect
DA1 peptidase activity in vivo, transgenic plants express-
ing BB::gsGreen-BB gene fusion and a RING domain mu-
tant version that was predicted to be more stable in vivo
due to reduced autopolyubiquitylation (Disch et al.
2006) were generated. Analysis of GFP trap-purified pro-
teins (Fig. 3G, left panel) showed a cleavage product of
the expected size generated from RING mutant gsGreen
protein in two independent transformants. Full-length
wild-type gsGreen-BB was not detected, although low
levels of an expected cleavage product were identified.
For comparison, the same constructs, together with a
noncleavable form (AY-GG) (see Fig. 5B, below), were
expressed using the 35S promoter in protoplasts with
DA1 (Fig. 3G, right panel). This showed the predicted
DA1-mediated BB cleavage product, which was not gener-
ated in the AY-GG version of BB.
A Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) DA1 pepti-
dase sensor was constructed using eGFP donor and
mCherry acceptor pairs (van der Krogt et al. 2008) con-
nected by BB to provide anothermeasure ofDA1 peptidase
activity in vivo. Cleavage of the fluorophore pair by DA1
would increase the fluorescence lifetime toward that of
eGFP-BB compared with that of the intact sensor protein
by impairing energy transfer between the fluorophores.
The peptidase sensor and a control donor sensor were
transfected into da1-ko1 dar1-1 root protoplasts, and
fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) was performed. Fig-
ure 4A shows that the fluorescence lifetime (τ) of the GFP-
BB donor control was ∼2.48 nsec, while that of an intact
donor–acceptor pair was ∼2.25 nsec, demonstrating
efficient FRET. When cotransfected with DA1, the fluo-
rescent lifetime of the donor–acceptor pair increased to
∼2.38 nsec. Lifetime imaging of typical transfected pro-
toplasts showed a generalized cellular localization of
DA1-mediated cleavage. Figure 4B shows that the eGFP-
BB-mCherry donor–acceptor pair was cleaved by DA1
peptidase at the expected site in transfected root proto-
plasts. Therefore, DA1 has a latent peptidase activity
that is activated by multiple ubiquitylation mediated
by its UIM1+2 domain and the RING E3 ligases BB
and DA2, and activated DA1 peptidase then specifically
cleaves these two E3 ligases.
Identification of a DA1 peptidase cleavage site in BB
To define the potential functions of DA1-mediated cleav-
age, the DA1 cleavage site in BB was identified using
Edman sequencing of purified cleaved BB-HIS. Supple-
mental Figure S5 shows neo-N-terminal amino acid se-
quences that had a unique match to six amino acids in
BB (Fig. 5A). This indicated a potential DA1 cleavage
site within BB between A60 and Y61, consistent with the
sizes of BB and its ∼35-kDa cleaved form (Fig. 3A). Two
mutant forms of BB were made to assess this potential
DA1 cleavage site: a four-amino-acid deletion surround-
ing the site (ΔNAYK) and AY changed to GG (AY-GG)
(Fig. 5B). These proteins were coexpressed in Arabidopsis
da1-ko1 dar1-1mesophyll protoplasts as C-terminal Flag
fusion proteins with HA-DA1 and HA-DA1(pep). Figure
5B shows that the mutant BB-Flag proteins were not
cleaved by DA1, establishing that DA1 peptidase activity
cleaved BB between A60 and Y61. A cleaved form of BB,
called MY61-BB, was also made with an initiator Met
followed by Y61 (Fig. 5B). MY61-BB was expressed using
the 35S promoter in da1-ko1 bb-eod1-2mutantArabidop-
sis. Its lack of complementation of bb-eod1-2 (Fig. 5C)
showed that DA1 peptidase-mediated cleavage reduced
BB activity.
A ubiquitin-activated peptidase and organ growth
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Figure 3. DA1 is an endopeptidase activated by multiple ubiquitylations and cleaves the E3 ligases BB and DA2 that ubiquitylate it.
(A,B) Time course of an in vitro reaction of Flag-DA1 or Flag-DA1 ubiquitylated by BB (A) or DA2 (B) with BB-HIS, DA2-HIS, and BBR-
HIS. The bottom panels show loading of Flag-DA1 and Flag-DA1Ub-BB. After 4 h, cleavage products (shown by red arrows) of BB and
DA2 had been produced by ubiquitylated Flag-DA1 but not Flag-DA1. BBR was not cleaved under these conditions. (C ) An in vitro ubiq-
uitylation reaction of DA1 and DA1(pep) using BB-HIS (top panel) and DA2-HIS (bottom panel) as E3 ligases. Ubiquitin-dependent
multiplemonoubiquitylations of Flag-DA1 and Flag-DA1(pep) by both BB andDA2were detected. (D) A time course of an in vitro cleavage
reaction usingDA2-HIS as a substrate (left panels) and Flag-DA1 or Flag-DA1(pep) ubiquitylated by either BB orDA2 (loading shown in the
bottom panel). The red arrow in thebottom left panel indicates theDA2 cleavage product at 4 h thatwas produced only by Flag-DA1Ub and
not Flag-DA1(pep)Ub. (E) Arabidopsis da1-ko1 dar1-1 mesophyll protoplasts were cotransfected with plasmids expressing BB-Flag,
DA2-Flag, BBR-Flag, HA-DA1, and HA-DA1(pep). The same-sized cleavage products (red arrows) from BB-Flag and DA2-Flag were detect-
ed as seen inA andB above. (Middle panel) Longer exposure of the top immunoblot showed cleavedDA2. The bottom panel shows loading
of HA-DA1 and HA-DA1(pep). (F ) DA1(pep) is not functional in vivo, as it does not complement the large petal phenotype of the da1-ko1
dar1-1 double mutant. Transformants expressing 35S::DA1(pep) were scored for petal size and compared with wild-type Col-0 and
da1-ko1 dar1-1. The values given aremeans (n = 150) ± SE, expressed as percentage of wild-type Col-0 petal areas. Student’s t-test showed
no significant differences between the transformants and the parental da1-kodar1-1 line. (G) Cleavage of gsGreen-BB is shown in planta in
the left panel and in transiently expressed protoplasts in the right panel for comparison. Large-scale protein extracts from transgenic 8-d-
old seedlings expressingBB::gsGreen-BB andBB::gsGreen-BB (RING)were purified on aGFP trap. Loading controls used levels of freeGFP.
The expected size cleavage products (arrows) were observed in plant extracts and protoplasts for comparison.
Dong et al.
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BB stability is dependent on it N terminus
and N-end rule function
DA1 cleavage products of DA2 were unstable, indicating
that one function of DA1-mediated cleavage may be to
destabilize proteins (Fig. 3E). This was also observed for
BB in cell-free degradation assays, in which MY61-BB
was unstable compared with wild-type BB (Supplemental
Fig. S6). To test the role of the neo-N terminus of BB on
protein stability, 61BB proteins with different N termini
(Y, G, and MY) were expressed using the ubiquitin fu-
sion technique (UFT) (Bachmair et al. 1986). HA-tagged
constructs were translationally coexpressed in a cell-free
rabbit reticulocyte system with or without MG132 pro-
teasome inhibitor, and translation was stopped by the
addition of cycloheximide. Y61-BB was highly unstable,
whereas G61-BB was stable (Fig. 5D). Interestingly, the
artificial MY61-BB was also highly unstable in a protea-
some-independent mechanism. The neo-N-terminal se-
quence of DA1-cleaved BB starts with YK, a potentially
destabilizing sequence of a type II N-end rule degron (Var-
shavsky 2011). The N-end rule E3 ligase PRT1 mediates
the stability of model N-end rule substrates with such
aromatic N-terminal residues (Potuschak et al. 1998). To
assess the potential role of PRT1 in N-end rule-mediated
degradation of BB, we tested the binding of PRT1 to 17-
mer peptides representing variants of the neo-N termini
of BB on a backbone sequence of an N-end rule test
substrate in SPOT (synthetic peptide arrays onmembrane
support technique) assays. Purified recombinant HIS-
MBP-PRT1 protein was incubated with the SPOT array,
and bindingwas visualized byWestern blotting. Recombi-
nant PRT1 had a preference for binding to the large aro-
matic acids tyrosine and phenylalanine, consistent with
previously suggested specificity (Fig. 5E; Potuschak et al.
1998; Stary 2003; Faden et al. 2016). To assess whether
PRT1 had a role in DA1-mediated BB degradation, BB
was expressed with an N-terminal ubiquitin fusion and
a C-terminal luciferase fusion to reveal neo-N termini in
Col-0 or prt1 mutant mesophyll protoplasts. BB-LUC ac-
tivity was reduced in wild-type protoplasts with a neo-
N-terminal tyrosine, which was not seen in prt1 mutant
protoplasts (Fig. 5F). Neo-N-terminal glycine BB-LUC lev-
els were not altered in either Col-0 or prt1mutant proto-
plasts. This indicated a strong dependence of Tyr-61BB
stability on PRT1 activity. In planta evidence supporting
the role of DA1 in reducing the growth inhibitory role of
BB via N-end rule-mediated degradation was shown by
the suppression of growth reduction in a transgenic 35S::
RFP-BB overexpression line by overexpression of DA1
(Fig. 5G). Western blots (Fig. 5H) confirmed that 35S::
DA1 reduced levels of RFP-BB.
Functional analyses of DA1
We showed previously that the da1-1 allele of DA1 has a
negative interfering phenotype with respect to the closely
related family member DAR1 (Li et al. 2008). The pepti-
dase activity of the protein encoded by the da1-1 allele,
called DA1(R358K), which has an arginine to a lysine
residue altered in a highly conserved C-terminal region,
(Supplemental Fig. S4) was assessed. This mutation did
not influence ubiquitylation of Flag-DA1(R358K) (Fig.
6A) or create a site for ectopic ubiquitylation of Flag-
DA1(R358K), as determined bymass spectrometric analy-
sis (Supplemental Fig. S2C). The peptidase activity of
ubiquitylated Flag-DA1(R358K) was qualitatively as-
sessed in vitro and in vivo [using HA-DA1(R358K)] by
comparison with wild-type DA1 peptidase activity (Fig.
6A,B). Both assays showed that DA1(R358K) had lower
peptidase activity compared with DA1, suggesting that
regions of the conserved C-terminal region are required
for peptidase activity and that the da1-1 phenotype may
be due to reduced peptidase activity. Figure 6B also shows
that DA1(4K-4R), which is ubiquitylated (Fig. 2E), had
peptidase activity toward BB. This suggested that precise
patterns of ubiquitylation are not required for activating
DA1 latent peptidase activity.
DAR4, another DA1 family member (Li et al. 2008),
encodes a protein with an N-terminal TIR-NB-LRR and
has a gain-of-function chs3-2d allele in the conserved
C-terminal region (Supplemental Fig. S3) that activated
constitutive defense responses (Xu et al. 2015). Align-
ments revealed high similarity to predicted protein se-
quences from the photosynthetic bacteria Roseiflexus sp
(Supplemental Fig. S7; Burroughs et al. 2011) that included
four pairs of CxxC/H motifs with the potential to bind
Figure 4. Detection of DA1-mediated cleavage of BB in vivo us-
ing FRET. (A) Root protoplasts of da1-ko1 dar1-1 plants were
transfected with the FRET construct eGFP-BB or a control
eGFP-BB-mCherry construct together with DA1 to detect DA1-
mediated cleavage of BB. Transfected 2protoplasts were imaged
using multiphoton microscopy, and fluorescence half-times of
protoplasts (n = 13) were captured. The heat map shows fluores-
cent lifetime values, and typical protoplasts are shown to illus-
trate fluorescent half-lives imaged over the cell. The box plots
show significantly increased fluorescence lifetime after DA1
transfection. (∗∗) P≤ 0.001, Student’s t-test. (B) Cleavage of
eGFP-BB-mCherry by DA1 in the imaged protoplasts shown in
A. The arrow shows the major cleavage product of ∼40 kDa ex-
pected from DA1 cleavage near the N terminus of BB.
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zinc similar to those in canonical LIM domains (Kadrmas
and Beckerle 2004). The chs3-2dmutation changes a cys-
teine to a tyrosine in the third pair of conserved CxxC/H
motifs (Supplemental Figs. S3, S6), suggesting that it
may alter a possible LIM-like structure. This mutation
was introduced into DA1 to create DA1(C274Y), and its
activities were assessed. Figure 6A shows that DA1
(C274Y) was not ubiquitylated by BB and had no peptidase
activity toward BB in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 6B). This im-
plicated the putative LIM-like domain in DA1 in UIM-
mediated ubiquitylation and activation of DA1 peptidase
activity.
Figure 5. Identification of the DA1 cleav-
age site in BB and destabilization and func-
tional inactivation of cleaved BB in vivo by
the N-end rule. (A) Neo-N-terminal se-
quences of purified cleaved BB-HIS (left)
matched the complete BB protein sequence
(right, shown in red). Data from six Edman
sequencing cycles are in Supplemental Fig-
ure S5. (B) The predicted DA1 cleavage site
in BBwasmutated by changing theAY ami-
no acids flanking the site to GG (AY-GG)
and deleting two amino acids from both
sides of the predicted cleavage site
(ΔNAYK). BB-Flag, BB (ΔNAYK)-Flag, and
BB (AY-GG)-Flag were expressed in da1-
ko1 dar1-1 Arabidopsis mesophyll proto-
plasts under the control of the 35S promot-
er. HA-DA1 did not cleave BB containing
mutations in the predicted cleavage site.
The bottom panel shows HA-DA1 and
HA-DA1(pep) loading. (C ) A DA1-cleaved
version of BB does not function in planta.
A cleaved version of BB, termed MY61-BB,
was expressed in da1-ko1 bb-eod1-2 plants
under control of the 35S promoter. The
graph compares petal areas in wild-type
Col-0, da1-ko1, da1-ko1 bb-eod1-2, and
two independent transgenic lines. Values
give are means (n = 50) ± SE, expressed as
percentage of wild-type Col-0 petal areas.
Student’s t-test showed no significant dif-
ferences between the transformants and
the parental da1-ko1 bb-eod1-2 line. (D)
In vitro degradation of BB is dependent on
N termini. Ubiquitin fusion constructs
were expressed in a reticulocyte lysate
cell-free system. Samples were incubated
for 30 min with or without MG132. Next,
cycloheximide (CHX) was added to inhibit
translation, and samples were taken 0 and
90 min after CHX addition. Samples were
electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE and immu-
noblotted using HA antibodies to detect
BB protein levels. Loading controls were
the CBB-stainedmembrane. (E) PRT1 binding to synthetic peptidesmimicking the neo-N-terminal of 61BB. SPOT assay of a peptide array
of synthetic 17-mer peptides incubated with recombinant His8-MBP-tagged PRT1. Peptides were derived from an N-recognin test sub-
strate, and the first amino acid comprised Leu, Lys,Met, Phe, Pro, Ser, The, Trp, Tyr, and Val. His-PRT1was detected by immunoblotting.
Equal peptide loading on the membrane was monitored by UV light prior to PRT1 protein binding. (F ) Constructs expressing ubiquitin
fusions of 61BB-Luciferase constructs with glycine or tyrosine neo-N termini (Ub-Gly-61-BB-HA-LUC and Ub-Tyr-61-BB-HA-LUC)
were transfected into wild-type or prt1mutant protoplasts. Transfection efficiency was measured using a pUBC::GUS control. Luciferase
activities were normalized to GUS activity, and the luciferase activity of Gly-61-BB-HA-LUCwas taken as 100%. The significance of dif-
ferences was calculated from three independent transformation experiments using Student’s t-tests (two sites, uncoupled). (∗) P-value≤
0.05. (G) Overexpression of BB under the control of the 35S promoter leads to strongly reduced growth, and, when crossed with a line over-
expressingDA1, this growth inhibitionwas reversed. This demonstrated thatDA1 can reduce the growth inhibitory effect of high levels of
BB. (H) Crossing a line overexpressing DA1 into a line expressing 35S::RFP-BB reduced RFP-BB levels. Homozygous progeny of four inde-
pendent crosses (99, 170, 181, and 191) are shown.
Dong et al.
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DA1 peptidase activity cleaves TCP15, TCP22,
and UBP15
The increased levels of UBP15 (Du et al. 2014), TCP14,
and TCP15 proteins (Peng et al. 2015) observed in the
da1-1 mutant suggested that DA1 activity may reduce
the stability of these proteins by peptidase-mediated
cleavage. Figure 7A shows that DA1 peptidase cleaved
UBP15 close to its C terminus when transiently expressed
together in da1-ko1 dar1-1 protoplasts. The reduced sig-
nal in the Western blot with the C-terminal Flag fusion
was due to the short Flag-tagged protein running off the
gel. TCP15 and the closely related TCP22 proteins were
also cleaved by DA1 in protoplasts (Fig. 7B), but we could
not consistently detect TCP14 cleavage by DA1 or DAR1.
These data show that DA1 peptidase activity can cleave
UBP15, which promotes cell proliferation, and TCP15,
which inhibits endoreduplication (Du et al. 2014; Peng
et al. 2015).
Discussion
DA1 is a latent peptidase activated by multiple
ubiquitylation
The addition of ubiquitin molecules to substrate proteins
is a common post-translational modification with many
regulatory roles (Haglund and Stenmark 2006; Hoeller
and Dikic 2010). We showed that DA1 was ubiquitylated
at four lysine residues (Fig. 2A–D; Supplemental Fig. S2)
by the E3 ligases BB and DA2, which genetically (Fig.
1A–D) and physically (Fig. 1D,E) interact with DA1.
Similar levels of DA1 ubiquitylation were observed in
vivo (Fig. 2I). Loss-of-function mutants of BB and DA2
synergistically increased the large organ phenotypes of a
DA1 loss-of-function mutant (Fig. 1A–D; Li et al. 2008;
Xia et al. 2013). Therefore, ubiquitylation mediated by
these two E3 ligases may increase the growth-limiting ac-
tivity of DA1. Quantitative growth measurements of
leaves (Fig. 1E) showed that, individually, the da1-1 mu-
tant and bb-eod1-2 mutants had distinctive effects on
leaf growth;da1-1 had a delayed time ofmaximumgrowth
rate, while bb-eod1-2 showed a slightly accelerated time
of maximum growth compared with Col-0. In combina-
tion, the mutants showed an even greater maximum
growth rate and delayed time of maximum growth rate,
increasing final organ size. BB and DA2 act independently
to influence final organ size (Xia et al. 2013), but they both
also interact with DA1 (Fig. 1F,G; Li et al. 2008; Xia et al.
2013), indicating that BB andDA2may ubiquitylate differ-
ent substrates, perhaps for proteasomal-mediated degra-
dation. Quantitatively, loss-of-function mutations in BB
and DA2 show that their independent effects on growth
are less than that of da1-1 (Fig. 1A–D).
Members of the DA1 family have a canonical MA
clan zinc metallopeptidase active site domain in their
conserved C-terminal regions (Supplemental Fig. S4; Tho-
lander et al. 2010; Rawlings et al. 2012) that was required
for limiting growth (Fig. 3F). BB- and DA2-mediated
ubiquitylation activated DA1 peptidase activity in vitro
and in transiently expressed protoplasts (Fig. 3A,E),
Figure 6. Functional analyses of DA1 activity in vitro and in
vivo. (A) In vitro DA1 cleavage assays using BB-HIS as a substrate
for ubiquitylated Flag-DA1 and mutant versions. The top panel
shows the reaction at 0 h, and the middle panel shows the reac-
tions at 4 h. The red arrow indicates cleaved BB-HIS. The loading
and ubiquitylation status of input HA-DA1 and mutant versions
is shown.Quantitative scans showed that BB-HISwas cleaved to a
greater extent by wild-type DA1-HIS than by HA-DA1(R358K).
HA-DA1(C274Y) and HA-DA1(UIM1+2) did not cleave BB-HIS.
(B) In vivo DA1 cleavage reactions using BB-Flag and HA-tagged
DA1 and mutant versions. The BB-Flag cleavage product is indi-
cated by an arrow. Quantitative scans showed reduced levels of
BB cleavage by HA-DA1(R358K), and HA-DA1(C274Y) did not
cleave BB-Flag. HA-DA1(4K-4R) had normal levels of peptidase
activity. The loading of HA-DA and its mutant versions is shown
in the bottom immunoblot.
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establishing a biochemical foundation for their joint activ-
ities in growth control. Zinc metallopeptidases are main-
tained in an inactive form by a “cysteine switch” (Van
Wart and Birkedal-Hansen 1990) that coordinates a cyste-
ine residuewith the zinc atom at the active site to block it.
Conformational changes release this and activate the
peptidase.
Ubiquitylation of DA1 has the potential to trigger a
conformational change thatmay release inhibition of pep-
tidase activity. Hoeller et al. (2006) showed that UBD-
and UIM-mediated monoubiquitylation of endocytotic
proteins, including epsin, led to a conformational chan-
ge mediated by intramolecular interactions between
UBDs/UIMs and cis-ubiquitin, which regulated endocy-
tosis. The binding of ubiquitin to DA1 UIMs was re-
quired for DA1 function in vivo (Fig. 2H), and the
UIMs conferred patterns of ubiquitylation on the heter-
ologous protein GST similar to that seen for DA1 (Fig.
2G [for DA1], E,F [for GST-UIM1+2]). Related observa-
tions were seen in the monoubiquitylation of epsin
(Oldham et al. 2002) through coupled monoubiquityla-
tion (Woelk et al. 2006), where UIMs recruit the UIM-
containing protein to the ubiquitylation machinery by
direct interaction with ubiquitin coupled to ubiquitin
donor proteins (Haglund and Stenmark 2006). Mutation
of Cys274 in the C-terminal zinc finger loop of the LIM-
like domain of DA1 abrogated both ubiquitylation
and peptidase activity (Fig. 6A,B), suggesting a function-
al role for this ancient conserved LIM-like domain
(Supplemental Fig. S7; Burroughs et al. 2011) in pepti-
dase activation. Analyses of conformational changes
caused by DA1 ubiquitylation and their influence on
peptidase activity are required to establish this potential
mechanism.
DA1 cleavage destabilizes its activating E3 ligases
(BB and DA2), and cleavage of BB leads to targeting by
the N-recognin PRT1
The RING E3 ligases BB and DA2 activate DA1 peptidase
by ubiquitylation and are also cleaved by DA1 peptidase
(Figs. 3A,B,E,G, 4). Once cleaved, DA2 appeared to be de-
stabilized in transiently expressed protoplasts (Fig. 3E).
Identification of the DA1 cleavage site in BB (Fig. 5A,B)
revealed Y61-BB at the neo-N terminus of cleaved BB.
This neo-N terminus conferred proteasome-mediated
degradation in a cell-free system (Fig. 5D). This degrada-
tion depended on recognition of the neo-N terminus by
the Arabidopsis E3 ligase PRT1 (Fig. 5E,F; Potuschak
et al. 1998; Stary 2003), an N-recognin catalyzing N-end
rule-mediated degradation (Varshavsky 2011) with a sug-
gested preference for aromatic amino acid N termini.
Interestingly, the neo-N-terminal MY61-BB, which was
used to express a cleaved version of BB in planta, con-
ferred strong proteasome-independent instability (Fig.
5D) in a mechanism that is not yet clear. The lack of
MY61-BB function in vivo (Fig. 5C) supported the obser-
vation that DA1-mediated cleavage of BB leads to its
loss of function in vivo. Overexpression of BB strongly re-
duced growth, as expected from its inhibitory role in
growth (Disch et al. 2006). The reversal of this inhibition
by overexpression of DA1, which reversed growth inhibi-
tion (Fig. 5G) and reduced RFP-BB levels (Fig. 5H), is con-
sistent with a mechanism involving DA1-mediated
reduction of BB activity via peptidase-mediated cleavage
and subsequent degradation by the N-end rule pathway.
Such an activation–destruction mechanism mediated by
BB, DA2, and DA1 may provide a way of tightly control-
ling peptidase activity. The physiological role of these
Figure 7. DA1 cleaves UBP15, TCP15, and TCP22 in vivo. (A,B)
In vivo cleavage reactions of UBP15-3Flag and 3Flag-UBP15 (A) as
well as 3-Flag-TCP15, 3-Flag-TCP22, and 3-Flag TCP5 (a non-
cleaved control) (B) usingHA-DA1 andHA-DA1(pep). Constructs
expressed from the 35S promoterwere cotransfected intoda1-ko1
dar1-1 mesophyll protoplasts. UBP15, TCP14, TCP15, and
TCP22 cleavage products are shown in the top immunoblots.
The bottom immunoblots show HA-DA1 and HA-DA1(pep) pro-
tein levels. The approximate locations of DA1 cleavage sites (ar-
rows) are shown inUBP15, TCP15, andTCP22. (C ) Amodel of the
proposed transient mechanism of DA1 peptidase activation and
the consequences of DA1-mediated cleavage of growth regulators
during organ growth. PRT1 activity is shown as degrading BB.
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mechanisms, which often involve ubiquitylation and pro-
teolytic degradation, is to drive unidirectional cellular
processes; for example, in cell cycle progression (Reed
2003). The factors that trigger DA1 ubiquitylation by
BB and coordinate the activities of BB and DA2 remain
unknown.
DA1 peptidase activity also cleaves diverse
growth regulators
We showed previously that TCP14 and TCP15 function
downstream fromDA1 and other family members in con-
trolling organ size in Arabidopsis, and reduced function
of DA1 family members led to increased TCP14 and
TCP15 protein levels (Peng et al. 2015). Similarly, levels
of UBP15 protein, which promotes cell proliferation (Liu
et al. 2008) and also functions downstream from DA1,
were increased in the da1-1 reduced-function mutant
(Du et al. 2014). We showed that TCP15 and the related
TCP22 as well as UBP15 were cleaved by DA1 peptidase
activity (Fig. 7A,B) but could not reliably detect TCP14
cleavage by DA1 or DAR1. DA1-mediated cleavage of
TCP15 and UBP15 is a plausible mechanism that ac-
counts for these observed reduced protein levels, similar
to DA1-mediated inactivation and destabilization of BB
by peptidase cleavage. Taken together, these observations
suggest a mechanism (Fig. 7C) in which DA1 peptidase,
activated transiently by BB or DA2, coordinates a “one-
way” cessation of cell proliferation and the initiation of
endoreduplication through the cleavage and potential in-
activation of proteins that promote cell proliferation and
inhibit endoreduplication.
Materials and methods
Plant materials, growth conditions, and organ size
measurements
A. thaliana Col-0 was the wild-type plant used. Plants were
grown in growth rooms at 20°C with 16-h day/8-h dark cycles us-
ing either soil or MS medium supplemented with 0.5% glucose.
Petal and seed areas were imaged by high-resolution scanning
(3600 dpi; Hewlett Packard Scanjet 4370) and analyzed using
ImageJ software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij).
In vitro DA1-mediated cleavage assays
Flag-DA1 was ubiquitylated in vitro using either DA2-HIS or
BB-HIS as E3 ligases, purified using Flag magnetic beads, and
quantified, and 100 ng was added to 100 ng of BB-HIS, DA2-
HIS, or BBR-HIS in a 30-µL reaction in 50 mM Tris HCl
(pH 7.4) and 5 mM MgCl2. Reactions were carried out for 4 h at
30°C and terminated by the addition of SDS sample buffer.
Mass spectrometry analysis
DA1 ubiquitylation patterns were determined from trypsinized
proteins purified on SDS-PAGE gels. For liquid chromatogra-
phy-tandem mass spectrometry analysis, peptides were applied
to an LTQ-Orbitrab (Thermo-Fischer) using a nanoAcquity
ultraperformance liquid chromatography system (Waters Ltd.).
Further details are in the Supplemental Material.
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